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TCAC Announces Bands for Spring Weekend
by David Rubinger
Managing Editor
Well, here's the moment you
have all been waiting for. No more
attempts at bribing TCAC officials
when they are drunk, or spreading
vicious rumours about the Grateful
Dead's arrival at Trinity...this is
the official announcement!
Starting at 1 P.M. on the Life
Sciences Quad, the Spring Weekend concert will feature as its
headline band Modern English.
Opening for the band will be Let's
Active featuring Mitch Easter and
The Stompers from Boston. (See
the full-page advertisement on
page 15 for more details on Spring
Weekend events.)

People know Modern English
best for its hit song "I melt with
you" from the album "After the
Snow." Originally formed in 1980
in Colchester, England, the band
is currently on its third extensive
tour of the United States, currently promoting their most recent release "Stop Start" on Sire
Records, its third album in the U.S.
Modern English began its current tour of the United States over
Spring Break in Florida, and have
worked its way up to the Northeast over the last month. The band
has also played shows at University of Rhode Island, Lasalie University, UConn, University of
Virginia, Utica College, and SUNY
at New Paltz.

LEVS

Renovating Mather
by John Woodlock
Senior Staff Writer
In the past few weeks students
have complained about Mather's
renovations. The renovations began with the new chandeliers in
the Washington Room and continued with the art works displayed
in the cafeteria.
In thee basement, the men's and
women's rooms have been retiled
and new facilities have been added
to the men's room. The dark rooms
have also been improved.
The most noticable, and inconvient, improvement is the tiling in
the basement hall. Ann Bouchet,
the Mather Campus Center Director, said, "the tiles were chosen
because nothing happened to the
quarry tiles when I squashed a cigarette out on it."
The tiles were introduced because beverages from the cave

functions were spilling on the carpet and haunting the halls on Monday. The new tiles are flat and
won't absorb liquids but Bouchet
"doesn't feel there will be a problem with traction, also the ramp at
the end of the hall has an abrassive
surface."
The tiles were scheduled to be
lain earlier this semester, but because of problems with delivery
and questions about the extent of
coverage the construction was delayed until now. The new floor will
be completed before senior weekend.
New planters have been put into
the cafeteria, but Bouchet said that
if you sit up in your seat, "you can
still see the pretty girl at the other
end of the cafeteria."
Bouchet hopes to continue the
renovations with new art works for
the upstairs gallery and new directory signs at either end of the
building to direct visitors.

INSIDE:
Uncle Vamya Reviewed, pg. 17
Men's Lax Trounces UNH, 24-7, pg. 20
Radical Supplement, pg. 7-14

Opening for Modern English
will be Let's Active. You may not
have heard of this band, but you
won't forget them once they have
played for Trinity. Mitch Easter is
the core of Let's Active. He produced albums by R.E.M. as well as
many other fine groups that have
recorded at his Drive-in Studio in
Winston-Salem, NC.
Perhaps the Let's Active put it
best in describing its music on its
third and most recent album, "Big
Plans For Everybody": "What

Let's Active has come up with,
basically, is a guitar record with a
non-purist
approach.
Piano,
strings, fuzz guitar and tremolo
bass all figure into the sound.
There are no songs about survivin'
on the street, how great it is to be
American and drink X-brand beer,
or 'ladies' or 'sailing.' No 60's psycho-kitsch, relatively little 'jangle,'
or references to Southern Pride.
Hell, they live there. Statement
enough." They are a great band.
Statement enough.

At the opposite end of the musical spectrum from Let's Active
come The Stompers, who are
sponsored by Budweiser, and hail
from Boston, MA. People at Trinity from the Boston area should be
excited about the Stompers, who
are breaking out of their local mold
and are part of a national tour. The
four piece band's last hit single was
"Never Tell an Angel" (That your
Heart is on Fire). The Stompers
will be opening the show at 1 P.M.
next
Sunday.

Vartetiiglan, Marchand to Head SGA
by Gina Letellier
Senior Staff Writer
Tyler Vartenegian and Nani
(Maria) Marchand were elected
President and Vice President of
the Student Government Association last Thursday as part of the
SGA elections. The SGA also received the results of the four-question referendum asked on a
separate ballot. Turnout for the
vote was very heavy.
In winning th-- clo'ition
negian, a junior, got
vote blaimmg-4tei
i vfdecay;
The next closest to the new president was Lance Babbit, who received 21%, followed by John
Dalsheim (17%) and Andrew Pitts
(14%).
In the Vice-Presidential race,
Marchand, who was running with
Babbit, was able to overcome Art
Muldoon and John Maggione by
grabbing 40% of the vote.
According to current SGA president Kathy George, the turnout
for the election was higher than
ever, with 950 students participating. With the turnout being over
50%, Kathy commented with excitement "that's higher than the
national election!"
The referendum questions that
were asked on a separate ballot
were also tabulated. Included on
the referendum were questions on
single-sex status of fraternities, divestment, the existence of the open
period, and High Rise housing for
freshmen.
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Tyler Vartenigian (left) and Nani Marchand (right) were elected
president and vice-president in Thursday's SGA elections
The results were for most of the
issues were decisive. In the High
Rise argument, 90% of those who
voted believe that freshmen should
not live in the eight-story building
usually reserved for seniors. 70%
of those surveyed were in favor of
the College divesting its stocks of
those companies that do business
in South Africa. As for the issue
of the fraternities, 75% are in favor of fraternities remaining single-sex. And in the opinion of the
majority of the 950 students, the
open period system should remain
as is. As of now, It is not sure what
use these results will play in dictating College policy.

This was the first year that the
SGA Presidential elections were
held in the spring. Now that the
elections are to be held second semester, problems encountered, like
the budgets, can be treated over
the summer instead of when the
college is in session.
•One failure of the election, according to Pulver, was the running
mate system. "On some ballots,"
she said, "only one position was
voted for. Some students found it
necessary to vote for Mickey
Mouse and Rambo," which accounted for the remaining percentages left unaccounted for.

Mellon Responds to Critics
by Sean Dougherty
Senior Staff Writer
An open forum on the Trinity
Book Store was held Thursday at
7:30 in Hamlin Hall, With the exception of Kathy George, President of the S.G.A., and her sister
no one attended.
Follets' manager Vince Mellon
expressed disapointment with the
turnout, as did George, however
the forum proceeded as intended.
Follets will start getting Hallmark greetings cards later this semester, part of an expansion of
inventory. Next year Trinity teeshirts of a higher quality will become available. The snack department has already increased its
product variety by almost 100%.
Mellon wishes to incorporate the
sale of sodas and juices into Follets, but this change must be
cleared with the Saga food service

before it can be done.
Mellon spoke at length on the
Follets' textbook re-sale policy.
The insignificant
amount of
money that Follets pays for many
used books is due to the fact that
most Trinity courses are taught
only every other semester. Therefore there is no market for most
used books the at the time when
students have just finished using
books. If a book is being used next
semester it will be bought by Follets for half of the list price of the
book. Mellon advised students to
hold books over for an extra semester and then sell them when
the course cycles back again.
Mellon stated that he is always
trying to find ways to make Follets
a more pleasant place to shop,' and
will be adding more shelf space for
extra inventory even before the
end of the semester.
Mellon apologized for the problem of newspaper availability and

variety. Newspaper distribution in
the Hartford area is all handled by
one service, and the service is poor.
The paperwork involved in increasing orders of out of town
newspapers was found too annoying for the distributors, so only a
few Boston Globes could be ordered. Because the distributors
continued sending papers to Trinity during Christmas break their
order forms showed a drop in the
purchases of Globes and that
caused them to cut down the number of Globes Follets could order
even further. The New York Times
was discontinued because 10 out of
every 16 papers ordered were disapearing. Mellon theorized that
people were taking their subscription copys out of the Follets pack
of papers and not John Mclauglin's
subscription pack. Mellon is hoping this situation will improve next
semester.
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NNOUNCEMENTS
Calendar

THE NEW DEADLINE FOR
REGISTRATION OF VECHSCLES

Today:
Students at Trinity College in conjunction with the American Heart
Association will hold a "Dance for
Heart." From 3:30-5:30, participants will go through a variety of
aerobic exercises under the guidance of two Trinity students (Leslie Chvatal and Lisa Howell).
Students will collect a minimum of
$5 in donations in order to participate in the dance. All proceeds
from this event will benefit the
American Heart Association.
Professor Rex Neaverson of the
Political Science Department will
discuss his recent trip to the Soviet
Union at 4:30 p.m. in the Rittenberg Lounge.

Wednesday:
Dr. David Winer, Dean of Students, will discuss: "Drug Use and
Abuse" in the Cave at 4:00 p.m.
Two high -ranking Army veterans
of the Vietnam War will host a
question and answer session in
McCook Auditorium. General Volney Warner served in Vietnam as
a brigade commander and a pacification specialist at the headquarters . of the military assistance
command. Colonel Joseph Felter
served as a full commander in
Vietnam with the U.S. special
forces (Green Berets). Both General Warner and Colonel Felter
have emphasized that they prefer
a discussion format, not a lecture.
Though the discussion can be expected to focus on the experience
and meaning of the Vietnam War,
Mssrs. Warner and Felter may
well have some things to say about
contemporary matters.

DERBY IS MAY 3 , RACE DAY.

Thursday:

1:00-3:00

Dr. Patricia Meiser, Associated Director of Athletics, Uconn, will
speak on TITLE IX AND ITS IMPACT
ON
COLLEGIATE
WOMEN IN ATHLETICS. (Cosponsored by Phys. Ed. and the
Womnen's Center). Rittenberg
Lounge, 7:30.

Saturday:
All Campus Program sponsored by
the South Campus RC/A's:
SPRING WEEKEND PANCAKE
BREAKFAST 25 cent donation.
10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. on the Cave
Patio
Join hands and help the hungry
from 12-4 p.m. The Hands across
Trinity Spring Weekend Festival
will be held to raise funds for The
Greater Hartford Foodshare Commission. At 3:30, a human chain
will be formed across the Central
Quad. Music, a dunking machine,
and many games and foods are
among the events. Please come and
help stomp out hunger!!

Personals:
Dear C. Fellowship,
What a weekend we had, what a
weekend we had! Thanks for the
memory.
The Funstan Frosh

on your
next equipment
repair!

Lend
a Hand..T
YOLPMTEEB!

Electronic Repair Lob ,
1173 Main
, East Hartford
Estimates &
Home Pick Up

528-8837

TRIPOD ELECTIONS
FOR FALL 1987
Anyone who has contributed 2 articles, photos,
or ads, has

Employment:
The Trinity College Upward Bound
summer residential program has
14 Tutor/Counselor positions
available. Program date- June
23rd- August 8th. Salary- $1,000
plus room and board, please contact Dennis C. Mink at ext. 468
immediately.

Stezeo Suzgeond

open

TONIGHT

Jackson

__••_-.____

Basement

7 P.M.
Let

VICTORIA CONE CO,
Help You Celebrate
Spring Weekend!!
There is another choice.

Try our special new ice cream delights

Pursue a Career and the Liberal Arts.
Perm's Muster of Arts and Professional Studies Program offers you an
unusual opportunity to obtain a Master of Arts degree in a humanities
or social science discipline combined with professional studies and
an internship ii\ the business, government, or non-profit sectors,
leading to a career in as little as 18 months.
For information, complete the coupon and return it to:
Nancy Overhpit, Program Coordinator
Muster of Arts and Professional Studies Program
School of Aits and Sciences
210 Logan Hail
'
Philadelphia, PA 19104 6384
IWlVERS1TYoj PEN.NSYL VAJVIA
Please send me more information about the Master of Arts and Professional
Studies Program.
Name
Address
City

L

Area of Academic interest

State

-Zip.

• • 1, S'Mores Sundae
2. Victoria Blend
3. Cremesicle Milk Shake
Just'a few blocks from campus at 699 Maple Ave.
Directions: New Britain Ave. East to Webster St.
South to Maple Ave., continue one block south.
699 MAPLE AVENUE
HARTFORD, GT 06114
724^2688 \

'.-•••

.
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Professor Kehoe Speaks
on the Dangers of Ecstasy
by Jim O'Loughlin

r

Professor Priscilla Kehoe spoke
Wednesday on "All You Ever
Wanted to Know About Ecstasy"
in a crowded Wean Lounge. Kehoe
described ecstasy, or MDMA as it
is officially called, as the latest of
a series of "designer drugs" made
from an amphetamine base by
slightly changing the amphetamine's molecular structure. This
creates a new drug unrestricted by
current laws, as when the "love
drug," MDA, was created.
However, Kehoe noted that "on
July 1, 1885, ecstasy was banned
and put on a schedule 1 list,"
meaning that it is illegal to sell
MDMA, although it can be obtained for research purposes.
Two of Professor Kehoe's students then spoke on aspects of the
drug. Jeff Muneses discussed the
objective effects of MDMA on the
body. After a normal "recreational" dose 100-160 mg., effects
include "increased heartrate,
flushing of the skin, and lack of
sensitivity to pain." Levels of intoxication range from lightheadedness and euphoria to the
"stereotypical psychedelic effect"
which occurs after a three hit dose.
Debbie Gilburg followed with a
discussion on the subjective aspects of MDMA, based on her interviews with Trinity students.
When asked how they felt on ecstasy, students responded that
they felt "happy, full of love, and
trusting." Students also reported
that they felt affectionate and a
need for affection. The ecstasy trip
was said to be shorter and less hallucinogenic than an MDA trip, and
it caused one to focus on people
rather than onon the hallucinations of an LSD trip.

While one student reported positive after-effects of ecstasy, most
related feelings of depression following coming down off the drug,
after the third or fourth time. To
conclude, Gilburg said that while
students enjoyed the high of ecstasy, they thought the come down
was too hard, or that the drug
didn't meet their expectations.
Others expressed a desire to obtain the same feelings without the
drug.
Professor Kehoe then began
talking about the conditions of undergroung "garbage" labs where
ecstasy is made by non-professionals in impure conditions. She also
stressed that since ecstasy is currently the "in" drug, up to 50% of
the time what one is taking may
not be ecstasy, but MDA or an amphetamine, packaged to sell as ecstasy.
Research on MDA, the base of
ecstasy, has shown that MDA
works on the serotonin chemical in
the brain, a neurotransmitter
needed fro everyday drives. A lack
of serotonin results in insomnia,
aggressiveness, and depression.
Studies have shown that MDMA
latches onto a brain cell in the hypocampus, releasing serotonin
(causing the high) and in the process destroying the cell. Studies on
rats revealed that a rat taking 2
doses a day for four days shows
88% destruction of its hypocampus. A rat taking a single large
dose was shown to produce 76%
less serotonin.
Kehoe expressed worries over
the amount of ecstasy already ingested by people and fears that
widespread popularity of the drugcould lead to an increase in suicide,
depression, sexual disorders, and
violent behaviors. But, Kehoe
added, "Much is still unknown as
research on ecstasy has just begun."

The Little Clay Cart
a thirty minute film d o c u m e n t i n g t h e
Trinity Theatre and Dance
Department's
April, 1 9 8 5 production directed by
Balwant Gargi a n d filmed by Studio 16
will

be broadcast

on

CPTV

i*'.

Channel 2 4

Sunday,
at

May4th
3:30

¥®§u§ite@rs needed on Saturday
afternoon (approx. 4 p.m.)
for the set up of Sunday's concert!
AN volunteers will receive a special
edition 1986 Spring Weekend T-Shirt
and pizza and refreshments!
If interested, contact the Student
Activities Office (ext. 390) or Wayne
miim0mKmmmmmm

DONIZETTI'S PIZZA
1502

FLUFFY DOUGH
-

Bob's D&O Discount Liquors
417 New Britain Ave.
249-6833

BROAD
STREET

CRISPY CRUST

"The Keg Store of Hartford"

246-7209
7 DAYS A WEEK 4:00 P.M. - 2:00 A.M.

YOU SHOULD EXPECT AND WILL RECEIVE
THE FINEST QUALITY EVERY TIME!

* 1 0 % D I S C O U N T to all students, faculty and employees of Trinity
F R E E D E L I V E R Y S E R V I C E — Call before 6 p.m. for same day service
S T U D E N T C H E C K S C A S H E D — school ID, no purchase necessary

POSITIVE IDENTIFICATION REQUIRED
Spring Weekend Specials
Stroh's 30 pack suitcase

Summer or Fall 1986
Summer 1987

WASHINGTON
OR

LONDON
INTERNSHIPS

Help*
Our Air.

Our Plants.

Our Trees.

Our Fishes.

Our Towns.

Our Streams.

Our Forests.

SUMMER SESSION ONLY
at Wadham College
of the University of

OXFORD
Accredited courses in government,
economics, journalism and prelaw by an outstanding faculty.
Full Academic Year Programs at
the London School of Economics,
St. Andrews Universities, for
Qualified Juniors and Seniors.
All credits transferred through
Hampden-Sydney College, Virginia
(Founded in 1776)

Inquiries to:
Mrs. Janet Kollek, J.D.
Admissions Director
The Washington International
Studies Center
212-724-0804 or 0136
(EO/AA)

Piel's 24 — 12 oz. bar bottles

Bob's Wine Choices
reg.

Our Cities.

Our Mountains. Our Oceans.

FAST-TRACK
CREDITS
This Summer earn
3 college credits
in 3 weeks (or 5, 6,
or 8 weeks)
Day & Evening
selections
$128 per 3-credit
course

Call 647-6242
for a free brochure

9.99
5.99

"30 — 12 oz. cans for the price of 24"

Beaujolais
Chardonnay Laroche

5.99
7.49
Other Specials
Romanoff Vodka, 1.75 Itr.
10.99
Popov Vodka, 1.75 Itr.
11.29
Dirt Cheap Gin, 1.75 itr.
11.29
Dirt Cheap Rum, 1.75 Itr.
BEER
Heineken
Beck's
Schaefer
Coors
Molson Golden
Busch

24 — 12 oz. bottles
24 — 12 oz. bottles
24 — 12 oz. bar bottles
24 — 12 oz. cans
24 — 12 oz. bottles
Suitcase

3.99
5.99
8.89
9.99
8.99
9.99

14.99
14.99
6.99
9.99
12.99
8.99

Many more in-store specials
For your next party, ask Bob about his quantity discounts on liquor & mixers
*Does not apply to sale items
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Editorial
TRINITY TRIPOD

ETTERS
Just Kidding

Tile Talk
As work in Mather basement nears completion, one
can almost taste the excitement in the air. The inconvenience caused by the renovation has long since been
forgotten with the student body's recognition of the
school's sincere desire to do what is best for them.
Surely the school wouldn't subordinate the student's best
interests because of some baser, financially-minded motive. The fact that graduation and Alumni Weekend are
just around the corner is purely coincidental and it would
border on slander to suggest that the impetus behind
undertaking the task now has some correlation with this
irrelevant fact. No, suffice is to say that we have ample
confidence In the administration's best judgement.
With that out of the way, let's talk about the ascetics
of the so-cafled remodeling. The color scheme combines
the understated beauty of Burnt Orange with the aural
subtlety of Chocolate Brown. The visceral effect created
by this innovative amalgam is akin to that created by
watching someone vomit.
If a certain world-renowned architect is to be believed,
every architectural creation should make a statement.
The statement made by the renovated Mather basement
could be one of two possibilities: "Men Only" or "Women
Only." As one male student commented, "When I walk
into the maiiroom now, I instinctively reach for my zipper."
In closing let it be said that the excitement generated
by the whole affair has been fulfilled beyond anyone's
wildest dreams. The student body can only heave a sigh
of satisfaction in knowing that we're stuck with the "new"
Mather forevermore.

PigTalk
Last week, SAGA, Trinity's food service, went beyond
bad food into the realm of bad taste.
Last Wednesday night was the first night of Passover,
the Jewish holiday that celebrates the escape of the
Jews from slavery in Egypt. It is customary for Jews,
no matter how observant, to respect the kosher diet for
at least this night. So what did SAGA do to serve the
Jewish students on campus? They served a roast pig,
pork egg rolls, and other Polynesian delicacies in a buffetstyle dinner...it was Hawaiian night at SAGA!
To add to this atmosphere, SAGA presented a huge
suckling pig at the head of the service lines. How thoughtful can you get! (?)
Normally, one could pass off the SAGA meal planning
as pure ignorance, but in this case, the chefs did manage
to scrape up some matzoh, the unleavened bread that
accompanies Passover, to show their "awareness." If
there had not been any matzoh served, then SAGA's
excuse would be "we forgot!" Instead, the matzoh acted
as a mere token display, and the meal exhibited an
insensitivlty to the Jewish student body.
Gee...SAGA never seems to forget to serve fish on
friday. Try being a little more consistent in the future.

Letters Policy

To the Editor:
It has come to my attention that
a significant portion of the Trinity
community was confused or offended by the article "Trustees
Laugh it Up" that appeared in last
week's Tripod. The article, which
was written by one William Mosblech, was satirical. That means it
was a joke.
Some students, who cannot be
very careful readers, took the article seriously. The satire was
staggeringly heavy-handed and the
idea of someone missing it astounds me. How could anyone take
seriously this quote from Trustee
Robert Pedimonti: "We were just
hanging around, pounding a few
brews, and one of the guys suddenly said, 'Hey, I've got an idea,
why don't we tell them we'll divest
and then blow them off!' I guess
you had to be there. I was crying I
was laughing so hard."?
The only explanation I can find
for the confusion is a case of temporary stupidity. Surely anyone
with a functional brain would see
the humor, or at least the intended
humor, in this quote.
As for those who were offended
by the article, I congratulate you
for at least grasping the satire. I'm
sorry that you were offended by
this treatment of such a serious
issue. My only advice would be to
relax before you get an ulcer.
But don't blame William Mosblech. His only crime was being my
best friend in kindergarten. If you
want to find him, his last known
address was somewhere in the
swamps of Florida.
Your Friend,
Chip Rhodes Features Editor

American Defense
To the Editors:
I wish to respond to Professor
Charles Schultz' letter in the April
22nd Tripod. While I join him in
deploring the anti-Arab racism in
the Lt. Lizard column, I have serious problems with his use of the
phrase "at a time when Americans
are killing Arab children..." It is
indeed a grave misfortune that
Arab children — or anyone else for
that matter — died as a result of
the American raid on Tripoli last
week. But, might I also remind Dr.
Schultz of the horrible fates of
eleven-year old Natasha Simpson,
killed by Arab terrorists in the
Rome airport last December, and
eighteen-month old Demetria
Klug, sucked out of a TWA jet by
an Arab bomb two weeks ago. It
seems that Arabs have been killing
American children as well. While I
am not suggesting that an "eyefor-an-eye" retailiatory policy is
proper, I dont think that the
phrase "at a time when Americans
are killing Arab children" accurately presents the situation in Libya today. To hear Professor
Schultz describe it, one would think
that American commandos are
raiding Arab nursery schools. Let
us try to remember that the American raid was intended to prevent
future Arab terrorism, not slaughter innocents as the terrorists have
been doing. There is an enormous
difference between the two.
Lee Coffin

Outside Trinity
The Tripod welcomes letters from our readers.
Letters. for publication should be typed, double
spaced, and must include the writer's name, although
names can be withheld from publication upon request.
Letters for •publication should be mailed to the
Tripod via Box 1310 or delivered to Jackson Basement
so that they are received by 5 p.m. on Friday.
Letters are subji st to editing for style, length, and
taste.

To the Trinity Community:
Recently I left the confines of
Trinity College to venture into
downtown Hartford and observe
people. Quite a different sight from
what we are accustomed to. Likewise, I wonder how the citizens of
Hartford view us. From the rundown apartments of Broad Street,
the view of the school is one of a
magnificent institution with an
awe-inspiring chapel and enclosed
by iron gaes, almost as if it were
on a pedestal. Indeed, it is- this
microcosom of Trnity College. I'm
sure that many of those people
would love to inhabit a dorm room,

compared to their present living
conditions, and yes, even eat Saga
food. Their worries include perhaps finding employment, coping
with illness or poverty, and hopefully being able to give their children a decent meal that night. I
was forced to think about my own
life at Trinity.
Here the activities of school
work, partying, listening to music,
playing frisbee on the quad, etc,
constitute our world, unfortunately not the real world. Although current schedules and
responsibilities may be demanding, I think that we should avoid
being oblivious t the situations of
others. Take, for example, the conversation of students. Must we always engage in mmeaningless
chatter? It's okay to think, express
your opinions, and even enjoy silence occasionally. Life can be so
exciting; philosophy, politics, religion, and sciecne are just a few
possible topics of conversation.
There is nothing wrong with contemplating the existence of God
over lunch. So why do many people
seem to shy away from the slightest profound statement? That is
why we are here- to learn, question the world, and grow intellectually.
Furthermore, on a more personal level, it's interesting to note
how people react to the inquiry,
"how are you?" Of course the answer is "Fine." It seems that often
people don't want to hear an alternative reply. That's not to say that
this applies to everyone, because it
certainly does not. However, I
think that we should not be afraid
to express our feelings, whether it
be in daily conversation or interactions with others. I admit that
this is difficult (and sometimes impossible) to do. Why do we sometimes permit our creative natures
to be stifled, our philosophical inclinations to be subdued? It's okay
to think about real things and to
communicate your ideas to others.
Let's not close our minds to the
views of diverse individuals, either,
simply because they don't conform
to the mainstream of college life.
I just wanted to share my
thoughts with you. Through my
own experience, I've noticed that
it's so easy to fall into the trap, to
live peacefully in your own little
bubble, to forget what is truly important. Granted, Trinity provi-

dees wonderful opportunities to
grow academically and socially,
and we should appreciate them.
But remember to think of the poor
person down the street who may
not be able to pay his bills or the
friend who does sincerely want to
know, "How are you?"
Mary Sabatini

Change of Address
This is just a short reminder for
all students to notify their correspondents and publishers of their
change of address. Change of address cards are available at the
post office. These changes can be
made for any length of time.
All magazines and first class letters will be forwarded, however,
at the expense of the addresee
when the Spring term expires.
We will continue forwarding
through the Summer ntil two
weeks prior to the start offall
classes. At this time the mail for
all class of '86 graduates will be
returned to the sender.
Pick up up your change of address cards early and mail them
today.
Thank you,
David GrohsPo.-:;. OfficteManager

Tyler says Thanks
I would like to take this time to
thank the people who have put
their confidence and trust in me by
voting me into the Presidency of
the Student Government. I will
give a one hundred percent effort
into assuring that the Student
Government performs to its highest capabilities. I would also like to
thank my running mate, John
Maggioni, for his time and. effort,
in putting our campaign together,
as well as candidates Lance Babbit, John Dalsheim and Andrew.
Pitts who's campaigns were well
run and professional in every sense
of the word. Finally, I would like
to thank my friends who were
there to give their support and
confidence in my abilities to help
me achieve the presidential position.
Again, thank you very much.
Sincerely,
G. Tyler Vartenigian, 1987
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EATURES
Feature Focus
CHIP RHODES
The scenario is all too familiar.
You're strolling down the long
walk ruminating on something
S t only concerns you, half-aware
o f t e stream of people you pass.
Someone you know, though not intimately, comes into view.
"How are you?" .he or she asks,
fit;;, are yoa{ you respond,
without a second thought.
And neither one of you finds this
strange or funny.
This might be repeated several
times during the course of an average day. But it is so easy to overlook that you don't notice, let alone
take steps to alter, your behavoir.
This profound insight occured to
me just the other day. I know, I'm
probably just about the last person
to pick this up, but please patronize me, I've always been slow. It
took me over a semester to figure
out that frat parties were nothing1
more than thinly-veiled excuses for
licentious behavoir.
I decided, out of general curiousity, to throw a monkey-wrench into
this social mechanism. For a victim I chose an acquaintance I'd
known since Freshman year. The
kind of person you might have met
during those first, arduous months
of Freshman year, exchanged brief
biographies with, and dutifully acknowledged ever since — without
even breaking stride.
I stalked her for days. I sought
her in all the usual places — the
Cave, the Library, Mather — but
she was nowhere to be found. A
lesser man might have given up,
but I was dogged. Finally, my perseverance paid off; I spotted her
walking down the long walk, of all
places. Our paths converged.
"How are you?" she asked.
"Well, that's hard to say. Do you
mean physically, emotionally, or
intellectually? Physically I'm fine,
except for this darn stiff leg. Old
football injury. Every now and
then it acts up. Emotionally, I'd
say I'm frazzled, though not entirely spent. Let's see, where was
I? Oh yea, intellectually...."
She was glaring at me with dis-

PROFESSIONAL
First impressions are so important.
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• 24 Hr. Service Available
• 14 Years of Experience

approval. "You're not supposed to
answer like that," she said.
"I'm not?" I asked innocently.
"No silly, you should answer politely, but not sincerely."
"Why?"
"Because that's the tacitly
understood code of civilized society," she explained. "What's the
matter, weren't you socialized
properly?"
"I guess not," I answered ignorantly. "What's the big deal?"
"Because if you don't fulfill this
predetermined role, it can lead to
chaos and disorientation. Don't you
know anything?"
"Are you saying politeness and
sincerity are mutually exclusive?"
I asked with genuine confusion.
"Exactly."
I was still a little unclear on the
implications of her definition.
"And people don't really care when
they ask how I'm doing?"
"Don't be so damn naive. Of
course they don't. Jesus!" She was
getting impatient with me.
I only scratched my head.
"Do you need any more clarification?" I shook my head. "Good.
So now you won't make any more
waves, right? You'll conform just
like everybody else, right?"
"Well, umm, I guess so," I answered meekly.
"Great, see you later. Oh, I almost forgot. Have a nice day!."
She smiled fascetiously and continued on her way.
Watching her image fade gently
in the distance, I considered her
position. It was valid, of course.
People greet each other out of
habit. They1 ar6 frequently ^reocss
cupied and, therefore, barely
aware that they are asking a question. Consequently, they don't listen to the response. This is valid,
but hardly shocking
Just as I reached this highly significant conclusion, 1 distinguished
another acquaintance coming toward me.
"How are you?" he asked.
"How are you?" I answered
without a second thought.
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Colonel
by The Lizard
Two weeks ago I wrote to that
stinker Moammar Kadafi (I see
different spellings all the time).
The response was phenomenal.
I've received so much praise for
writing one dinky letter. On the
other hand, I got a little hate mail,
too. One of our beloved professors
thought it was a tad racist, referring to the "Kiss Your Arab Ass
Goodbye" comment. I must admit,
it was a cheap shot, but don't pin
this one on the Lizard. Somebody
snuck that one in under my nose

Qaddafi Revisited
and I apologize for the trigger
happy editor(s). Those who liked it,
loved it, and those who disliked it,
hated it.
It's just that I get so frustrated
about terrrorism and innocent people dying. I figure we're no better
going over there and killing his
daughter, but supposedly it was all
in the name of self-defense. I'm
not an advocate of killing babies,
but who said war was .pretty?
Maybe Kadafi should have thought
about his family when he unleashed his bad boys into the world.
We really didn't have much choice.
Kadafi hasn't exactly disowned the

terrorist training camps. He never
showed any signs of slowing down,
and he pushed us over the edge of
embarassment. Now all he does is
cry about how he never drops
bombs on children. Maybe not, but
I hardly believe that we've come
close to evening the score.
So how would you write a letter
to Kadafi? A letter he would understand and consider. Hopefully
he's bitten off as much as he's
going to chew and that whatever
he does next will be the result of
extensive contemplation. Did ya
ever wonder what we did to him in
the first place?
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ORLD OUTLOOK
Reagan in Mare Form

OOCSKT C « K E

REAL-ZETBATHARL-H6EH
ORiVE FR°M M/W5UA?

Television, if used properly and moderately, is a powerful tool in the
hands of the American President. It enables the President to show the
American public what lie wants them to see. As our first television President, John F. Kennedy, often quipped, "It's not what you are that counts,
but what people think you are." Reagan has cultivated the television
Presidency to an art, and as his high popularity rate shows, he is very
successful at it. And so we seldom are lucky enough to see another side
of Reagan — an innocent naivite and plain ignorancethathisaides try to
suppress and the press pays little attention to. For your entertainment
and edification, I present Reagan in rare form, as he reveals his true self
without the use of that wonderful television camera.
"I just had a verbal message delivered to me from Pope John Paul, urging
us to continue our efforts in Central America." (April 16, 1985) .
— A gallant effort on Reagan's part to try and rally up support for the
contras. The only problem — Pope John Paul denied ever delivering such
a message.
"Yes, I know all the bad things that happened in that war [World War
II]. I was in uniform for four years myself." (April 29, 1985)
— Reagan was in uniform, alright, but he spent the whole war in Hollywood making training- films for the Army. So much for his image as a
fighting war hero. He also told a visiting Israeli government leader a story
about how he visited the Nazi concentration camps at the end of the war
and photographed the horrors that the Nazis had committed. Yet, Reagan
never left the U.S. during the war and did not visit a Nazi concentration
camp.
"One of the many who wrote me about this visit [the trip to Bitburg
cemetery] was a young woman who had recently been bat mitzvahed. She
urged me to lay a wreath at Bitburg cemetery in honor of the future of
Germany, and that is what we have done." (May 5, 1985)
— Very convincing, really. Only, Reagan distorted his facts. Beth Flom
had written a letter to Reagan telling him not to visit the cemetery.

The World in
Review
HILLARY DAVIDSON

College Press Service

Reasons Why Star Wars Won't Fly
by John Tirman
National Forum
It is now apparent that the Strategic Defense Initiative is itself a
menace to U.S. national security.
The president's pursuit of a spacebased defense against Soviet nuclear attack is nearly three years
old, and already it has consumed
alarming amounts of the Pentagon's budget while failing to establish a firm sense of direction.
How can such a dismal assessment be drawn from the brief We
of this program? Consider three illustrations of why "Star Wars" is
now the rogue elephant of the
American military posture.

— Robbing Peter to pay Paul.
The administration insists that the
"Wow! You know, I may turn my head here to Don Regan again...For me Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI)
to try and off the top of my head bring up some of the other benefits —
should be insulated from any Pennow wait a minute." (June 19,1985)
tagon cutbacks wrought by the
Gramm-Eudman budget balancing
law, or any alternative deficit-cut— "Wow! You've got me!" An Indiana businessman caught Reagan offting effort in Congress. Coupled
guard and completely by surprise when he asked him how Ms tax plan
with the budget squeeze, and bewould simplify the tax laws. Apparently, Reagan didn't know.
cause large items like military salaries and pensions are considered
"You've got that whole expanse of ocean — it isn't as if you were looking untouchable, the SDI's share of the
at the ocean through a little frame, and now somebody put something in budget translates directly into
the way. And I once said to people that were complaining, I said, 'You deep cuts in other military proknow, we've got a lot of freighters, those liberty freighters, up in mothball. grams.
Why don't we bring down some and anchor them between the shore and
Even before Gramm-Rudman,
the oil derrick? And then the people would see a ship, and they wouldn't the dilatory effect of SDI on confind anything wrong with that at all.'" (February 13, 1985)
ventional readiness and other military essentials was forecast. More
— This is Reagan's practical and intelligent solution to the aesthetically than a year ago, former Defense
unappealing oil derricks off the coast of Santa Barbara.
Secretary James Schlesinger made
the point by recalling the Safeguard missile defense program of
"Well, it gives me great pleasure to welcome Prime Minister Lee Kuan the late 1960s, saying that it "was
Yew and Mrs. Yew to Singapore." (October 8, 1985)
well on the way to eating the Army
out of house and home at the cost
— Unfortunately, Reagan was supposed to introduce the Prime Minister of its conventional capability."
and his wife, Mrs. Lee, to Washington, not Singapore.
Next year's SDI request is $4.8
billion, plus $500 million for related nuclear weapons work in the
"There's a woman in Chicago. She has 80 names, 30 addresses, 12 Social Department of Energy. That is an
Security cards...She's got Medicaid, is getting food stamps, and she is increase of more than $2.5 billion
collecting welfare under each of her names. Her tax-free income alone is over this year's appropriation,
over $150,000."
which itself was a near-doubling of
the 1985 figure. This does not re— A slight exaggeration on Reagan's part. The Chicago woman to whom flect a prudent research plan.
Reagan was referring used only four names and received $8,000.
Rather, the high numbers are
meant to attract the powerful aerospace industry, with the goal of
"Those [nuclear weapons] that are carried in ships of one kind or another, making the program a permanent
or submersibles, you are dealing there with a conventional type of weapon fixture of the Pentagon budget.
or instrument, and those instruments can be intercepted. They can be Military preparedness and other
recalled"
research efforts will be the likely
victims, a harsh price for soliciting
defense industry "momentum" on
— No, submarine launched missiles cannot be recalled.
behalf of the SDI.
And for the grand finale:
— Driving the arms competition. The point has pursuasively
been made that a defense is most
easily defeated by increasing and
% "Nuclear war would be the greatest tragedy, I think, ever experienced by
•mankind in the history of mankind." (March 6,1985)
upgrading offense. Even a prom-

ising space-based defense, which is
a grain of salt, but the potential
now in sight, would be foiled if the
for deep cuts in superpower straSoviets double or triple their ICBM
tegic arsenals is very real.
force and install sophisticated
The Soviets, understandably,
boosters and decoys, which they
will not bargain away their offense
have promised to do. But SDI has
if they believe even a partially efmore immediate consequences for
fective defense is being built. They
our weapons rivalry with the
view Star Wars, rightly or
USSR.
wrongly, as a component of a U.S.
first strike capability, since it
The lasers and kinetic energy
weapons being developed for Star • rnight be used to defend against a
Soviet retaliation. That is why'the *
Wars battle stations will first be
Soviets insist that SDI be trimmed
available as anti-satellite weapons
way back before the 50 percent, or
(ASATs), which can attack the satmore, reductions in nuclear arms
ellites used for early warning of
can be agreed, to.
nuclear attack, command and conThe bitter irony of SDI is that
trol of forces, and other vital milieven on its own terms, the protary functions. Faced with the SDI,
gram is stumbling badly. Money
the Soviets are undoubtedly purhas been wasted on huge research
suing the same techniques. Beprojects that have been cancelled
cause the United States depends
or scaled back. Boost-phase interon satellites more than the Soviets
ception of ICBMs, the lynchpin of
do, the early result of SDI will be
a space-based system, looks more
diminished U.S. security, In addiand more improbable — just have
tion,, such ASATs could jeapordize
critics have said from the start —
any Star Wars battle stations
and the new SDL budget reflects
eventually deployed.
that reality. The x-ray laser proThe^Spj is also preventing the
gram has been wracked by scanReagan Administration from joindal. Demonstrations of technology,
ing the Soviet Union's nuclear test
moratorium. The x-ray laser, which , such as a chemical laser shattering
a volatile, stationary booster from
is "pumped" by a hydrogen bomb,
point-blank range, have been exis a candidate SDI technology reposed as meaningless public-relaquiring underground testing. As a
tions gimmicks. The official
result, President Reagan will not
"architecture" study, the concepagree to a test ban, which could
tual design of the entire system,
slow down the arms race by recalls for seven layers of defense
tarding future development of nuand thousands of satellites, signalclear weaponry.
ing the staggering cost an actual
— Stalling negotiations. If the
defense would entail.
goal of SDI is to eliminate the
threat of nuclear weapons, why not
Will the harsh realities of budget
eliminate nuclear weapons indeficits finally startle Congress
stead? That is the apparent option
enough to rein in this rampaging
on the table at Geneva, and SDI is
project? A fresh probe of SDI acthe obstacle. Soviet leader Gorcountability is due. Nothing less
bachev's proposal for nuclear disthan fundamental national secuarmament must be considered with
rity is at stake.
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Radicalism at Trinity
The Vietnam Years
To Learn, To Remember
by Barry A. Freedman
News Editor
The Trinity Tripod presents a
special edition on the "radical period," at Trinity College. From
news accounts, pictures, editorials, and alumni and, faculty responses, The Tripod has captured
some of the instances and feelings
that were on this campus only 20
years ago.
Students during this time, young
and energetic, formed groups to actively protest and seek change for
issues that were immediate and local to them. These iricluded the
Civil Rights Movement, Black
Power, and the turbulent and vol-

atile issue of the Vietnam War.
Students of today have protested
and have called for change in the
almost distant issue of apartheid
in South Africa, ivhereas, students
of the 1960s and early 1970s protested and rallied to end the military involvement of the United
States in Southeast Asia.
Trinity students held not only
rallies, but held the College Trustees hostage, held class strikes, protested the Federal tax on phones,
and joined the protest movement
that was occuring across the nation's campuses. This "Special
Edition," we hope, will enlighten
and enlarge the knowlege that the
Trinity community has on the past
as well as on the present..

Trinity Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) joined thousands in a New Haven rally in the fall of 1968.

Student Takeover Highlights Radical Era
by John Woodlock and Barry A.
Freedman

iambic pentameter or the Trinity
College administration. He refuses
to work inside those institutions
for change because it is their very
It was stated in the first edition of
foundation, their very structure
"It's In The Air," a political opinthat has caused it to be what it is.
ion column in The Tripod, January
30, 1968, that a radical was de- The problems that exist are not
yestigal
excrescences, but
fined as one who believes that the
established political, social, or re- branches growing from a diseased
tree; and only the elimination of
ligious institutions have failed to
the tree itself, and the planting of
be productive or significant. The
a new, young, healthy tree in its
radical questions the bases of these
place, will solve the problem."
institutions and calls for change.
As stated in "It's In the Air,"
It was these words that typified
The radical, then, "is dissatisfied
the anger and diseension of the late
with existing institutions, be they
1960s and early 1970s on what was

this came from the growing Students for a Democratic Society
(SDS)-Committee to Improve a
Trinity Education (CITE) groups.
The recommendation failed to pass
by receiving 120 votes less than
needed for a student majority.
James Kaplan '69, leader of
strike, said that Bis organization
considered the outcome a 'victory'
coining much closer to the needed
majority than had been anticipated.

a conservative, staid campus.
Words, however, were followed by
actions that were also occurring at
small as well as large college and
campuses across the nation.
At Trinity, peaceful, "tweed
jacket preppies" were propelled
into a movement to raise issues and
change the ways Trinity was run.
These leaders were students and
professors with names such as Steven Keeney, Steve Barkan, Michael Lestz, and professors
Anthony Netting, Theodor Mauch,
and Steven Minot.

erty...before the receipt of the
Senate requests. Student negotiator Steven Keeney commented
that "the College has met our demands. .
Following the "ordeal," President Albert Jacobs charged six
frmffUCanlan Jfi8.,,;Bob.-„
ert Washington W William M.
Unger '69, Terry Jones '68, Michael Williams '68, and Keeney,
with "false imprisonment of the
Executive Committee of the Board
of Trustees and two administrators for four a hour period. Three
were Black and three were white.

Student Takeover
The liberal wing, especially the
Students for a Democratic Society
(SDS) and Trinity Association of
Negroes (TAN), activily sought
change in the coming spring. On
April 22, 1968, approximately 150
students blocked the corridors of
Williams Memorial outside the
Trustee Room. The students demanded consideration of a Negro
[sic] Scholarship Fund. The proposal from the College Senate
called for the release of #50 from
each student's $150 general fee to
be put into a scholarship fund for
Blacks.
After a 31-hour seizure of the
building, representatives of the
Board of Trustees reached an.
agreement with the students. The
representatives of the Executive
Council of the Trustees, Dean of
the College Harold Dorwat, Chaplain Alan Tull, and College Counselor George Higgins negotiated
with the students.
The College agreed to offer 15
full scholarships each year to qualified Black students. In a statement read to the press, Chaplain
Tull said that "significant steps to
h problems
bl
d pov*
meet the
off race and

March on Washington
In October 1967, seven Trinity
students joined several hundred
thousand people in Washington,
D.C., on a march to "confront the
warmakers in Washington" and
"to promote civil disobedience at
. the Pentagon." Michael Lestz '68,
an organizer at Trinity for the
march and currently a professor of
History at Trinity, said in the October 20, 1967 edition of The Tripod that the "marching itself is one1
of the most valuable fields of action in which Americans can express their beliefs and protect
awareness in other citizens who
prove apathetic.
Class Boycott Recommended
The movement for change began'
to increase in the winter of 1968.
In late February, the Student Senate recommended a two-day class
boycott at an All-College meeting.
The students wanted to form a
joint committee of faculty, and
administration in order to give
them more say in the College's acf
ions. Organization and support of

The other people in the sit-in,
approximately 164, later signed a
statement demanding that they be
held equally responsible. The
administration accepted it to avoid
further conflict. The students were
charged with "restricting the right
of free access and exit of eight
Trustees and two college administrators. They were found guilty by
a student-faculty tribunal. The registar, Gerald Marshall placed a
disciplinary marking on 168 student records.
The decision handed-down ordered the students to perform various social work projects and
helped to raise money for the
Scholarship Fund. However, the
decision never went into effect.
The Trustees overruled the decision.
During the first week in June,
the Faculty Committee on Academic Standing and Discipline met
and ordered Registrar Marshall to
attach to the 168 notations a footnote stating: "This notation not
approved by faculty."
continued on p. 8
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Approximately 164 students seized Williams Memorial building for 33
hours to protest minority relations at the College April 22, 1968. Several Trustees and Administration members were held hostage for a
short time.
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by Professor Diana Evans
Editor's Note: Diana Evans is an assistant professor at Trinity College.
During the anti-war protests of tire 1960s and '70s, the news media, for
understandable reasons, tended to focus on the cmapuses where demonstrations turned violent. The worst year for such violence was 1970, when
demonstrating students were killed at Kent State by National Guardsmen
and at Jackson State by State police. There was serious violence at other
campuses also, however. This is an account of the events as I remember
them at the University of New Mexico, where I was a student, in May,
1970.
There had been a great deal of student anti-war activism at the University of New Mexico prior to the shootings at Kent State and Jackson
State. Those events, however, galvanized the anti-war movement at
U.N.M. to an extent that nothing else had done. Students who had previously been on the fringes of the movement or undecided about the validity
of the activists' critiques of the American political system were drawn in.
People who were demanding American withdrawl from Vietnam were
outraged by the American invasion of Cambodia. Students responded with
demonstrations at many colleges and universities, but the trouble didn't
start at the University of New Mexico until demonstrating students were
shot and killed at'Kent and Jackson State. Activists at U.N.M. responded
by lowering the flag to half-staff in honor of the dead students, but as
they did so, they were attacked physically by conservative students who
had appointed themselves to guard the flagpole.

The ensuing small-scale violence quickly aroused the supporters of the
activists to a much bigger but peaceful demonstration during which a
large of group of students took over the student union building. The
university administration responded by calling in the state police, who
negotiated with the protesters an agreement that those who did not wish
to be arrested could leave the student union, and that those who were
willing to be arrested would remain, to be peacefully removed by the
police. After the negotiations were finished, the police left to give the
students time to discuss who would leave and who would stay.

Professor's

by Professor
Norman

Miller

Editor's Note:
Norman Miller is a
professor ofSociology
and was the chairman
during the close of this period.
It doesn't seem possible that 16
years have gone by. On the other
hand, when I think of the political
atmosphere at Trinity today the
events of 1970 seem further baek
in. time and space than many that
had occurred in the late 1930s
when I was a student.
From trying to tell students
about the. period — even when
those I was talking to were
• younger siblings of the radicals of
1970, even when the events in
question were only a couple of
years old — I know that the story
just won't wash. Tell them of
strange customs in exotic places
(anthropology has always been a
winner among future bankers since
it confirms their complacent Republican faith in the Fitness of
Things), and they'll gobble it up
and ask for more. Tell them that
the language heard in Trinity
classrooms would be unprintable in
this newspaper today, foulmouthed radicals, that everybody
was in on it, and incredulity turns
to boredom.
Yet it was so. It was a time of
tremendous enthusiasms, when
students knew — instantaneously
and with perfect faith — that the

L h ^ l ^

'

seum where old Marx away at the
books not a single one of them
would .ever read.
Along with that ignorance there
was, just as in my own generation;
a moral obtuseness, a bland disregard for "any ethical issues that
arose regarding tactics. Was it
right to blow up buildings, even if
• it cost someone his life? That usually got silence, sometimes a stern
lecture about something they
called Leninism.
But, to quote the real Lenin,

what's to be done? To say that their
moral outrage, their songs, their
populist' slogans constituted a
mask for something quite different
would be unfairly to single out this
movement for blame. ALL social
movements, including the present
wave on American campuses, contain a dark center the contempla,tion of which breaks one's heart
years later. That's nothing new.
God created man so that he could
enjoy a few ironic chuckles after a
hard week's work.
The not very satisfactory solution, it seems to me, is to distinguish between motives and
consequences, to recognize the
possibility that welcomes change
fl
f
d M f l t i

mmSmmm
eration at DID more

vacuously at life.
And achieved not a little. For
while the openness and generosity
of spirit that prevailed among
those students has. been almost totally transformed into something
quite different, some of the social
forms have remained,' Dress is
oneexample: we owe the informality and comfort of today's code entirely to the radical students of
that time. The sexual revolution is
another example. And not only our

culture but events as well; Johnson's decision not to run, the defeat of Hubert Humprhey in 1968
after the Chicago riots and, most
important of all, the withdrawl of
American troops in 'Vietnam.
That's a pretty impressive record. I was a student during a radical period too. We worked just as
hard for the Cause (would you believe that union organizers were
the Clint Eastwoods of those innocent days?), we knew everything
with the same degree of assurance
born of near-total ignorance. But I
don't think, we had a fraction of
the success that The Kids (everyone called them that) had. •
' Much is madeof the fact that the
,.Radicals of. the mid-6Qs and. early
pp,
on Wall Street, Eldridge Cleaver
in yet another bizarre incarnation,
not to mention Timothy Leary (a
meshuginer from the Hippie days;
do these names mean anything anymorfe?) now writing computer
software. It's all true. Except for
the implication (how those gray,
cheerless Babbitts of the right love
company!) that it was all a sham.
But it wasn't all a sham. What •
people are is in part what they once
were. Many of them of are out
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The demonstration would thus no doubt have proceeded peacefully, with
the police returning in an hour to remove the remaining students, had not
the governor of New Mexico suddenly felt moved to prove that he had
control of the situation. Before the state police could return, the large
crowd of students who had gathered in the mall outside the student union
were greeted by the sight of truckloads of armed National Guardsmen
pulling up at the entrance to the open-air mall.
ITS BC0U> 10
Here the geography of this part of the campus becomes critical, as it
contributed to the extent of the violence which occured. The largest
opening from the mall was the one which was blocked by the National
Guard; otherwise, it was bounded by buildings on three sides, with relatively narrow passages in between. The passeages were certainly too
narrow to allow the crowd.to disperse quickly, had they wanted to.
As is often the case when demonstrations turn violent, it was never
clear what the immediate cause was. The National Guard claimed they
they thought someone had shot at them, although there was never evidence of that or even that any student had a gun. At any rate, the troops
marched in a solid phalanx into the crowd, and although their rifles were
not loaded, their bayonets were fixed. They cleared the path by beating
anyone who got in their way; one of my friends says a Guardsman knock
a man on crutches to the ground and beat him with his rifle butt when the
man could not move fast enough to get out of the way. One could argue
that those who were introduced to that end of the rifle were the lucky
ones, however. Others came to be intimate with the other end of the gun,
as a few of the Guardsmen stabbed with their bayonets people who got in
their way. There were a number of relatively minor injuries, but one
student was stabbed in the thigh and suffered a severed artery. Two years
later, on .the day- that I left that campus for good, a trail of his blood could
still be seen on the concrete pavement of the mall. A student-run first aid
unit saved his life, but during his, subsequent hospitalization, doctors
pumped 49 pints of blood into him. The student and several other victims
sued the state, but as was typical in such actions, they lost.
, As usual,during that time, reactions to the incident were divided. The
yot(?dtoend classes early, and have teach-ins about the war and
W-S. foreign policy,.and. students attended in droves. Most on campus
were outraged by the incident, but it seemed to me that the heart went
out ot the anti-war movement after that.
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Perspective
there making money as fast as they
can, but I do not believe that they
are taken in for one moment by
the kind of sour-breathed claptrap
about "freedom" and "enterprise" one hears today. It isn't the
making of money, even lots of
money, that destroys the soul; it's
taking any number of formerly
radical professors who — ideologues to the bitter end — recite
the new litany and believe it, but
it has long been known that venality and poltroonery come with
the territory. I was thinking of
people in the real world).
Now for my story.
The time was May, 1970. Students had been sitting-in, marching, demonstrating, for several
years. Then came Kent State.
State troopers fired on a large
group of students, killing three of
them. The unforgettable photograph of a young woman bent over
the body of her dead — suddenly,
unbelievalby DEAD — friend sent
shock waves around the country.
So did the remark by a local
woman, a waitress, that more of
them ought to have been shot. It
was a terrible moment.

event, there was a hell of a lot of
it. And my memory isn't very good
at how long this went on, but it
seems to have lasted for days on
end.
This much I do remember and
thank God will never forget. I'm
trying to tell it as unsentimentally
as I can. But the truth is that there
was a sweetness and a sense of joy
those days that I had seen only
once before in my life: the first
couple of days after Paris was liberated in August 1945. Now, 25
years later, there it was again: a
euphoria made up of solidarity and

hope and love.
It doesn't matter in the slightest
that such things don't last long.
How could they? In this particular
case, the events of May 1970 would
turn out to be both the high-water
mark and the end of the story, but
nobody knew it yet. By September, when students came back to
campuses across the country, all
that was left to keep the radicals
going for another year or so was
the inertia. The fire itself had gone
out.
Nevertheless. Twice in one lifetime. That ain't so bad.

Photo by Meryl Levin

by Professor Renny Fulco
Editor's Note: Renny Fulco is an assistant professor of Political Science
at Trinity.
One of the questions that students in my classes often raise is "Why did
college students in the 1960s become involved involved in radical political
activity?" Whenever I attempt to answer this question, I feel I must
carefully distinguish between my own personal experience, which although authentic, cannot be considered to be representative, and my
understanding of what actually happened. I have been particularly interested in answering the question this semester because of both Trinity
student activism with respect to divestment and my own course on Women
and the Radical Political Tradition.
In responding to this question, I am always impressed by the importance
of the draft as a force which mobilized many students who otherwise
might not have become caught up in the changes going on around them.
The draft was important for several reasons. First, once the college
deferment had been eliminated, many young men who had not previously
been affected by the U.S. presence in Vietnam were suddenly confronted
with the reality of going to war. Many students on college campuses who
in the initial stages of the war had been uninvolved were now faced with
making a decision which could alter the course of their lives. Discussions
about available options occurred in many different forums and and settings, one of the most significant of which was the "teach-in." Students,
often led by faculty members, would gather together in large groups to

And it was at a beautiful time.
Spring had finally come to Connecticut. Faced with deaths that
everyone felt very personally indeed, ife in a reborn New England
seemed even more wonderful. And
so it came to pass that the faculty
agreed to cancel classes in order
that the entire College might come
together.
What we wound up doing was
this; impromptu discussion groups
were set up, some led by students,
others by teachers; it didn't seem
to matter much to anyone. I remember a particularly good session on the grass led by Phil
Bankwitz. I remember a fiery and
geeh .by one.who m i g h t , .

. become better iiiformed about,tiienatu3-o,o/thaiU.-S..pf>e9t'iica in.

to be named. There was a good
deal of anger on display and some
posturing; one self-declared Maoist
could not and did not conceal his
contempt at my obtuseness in refusing to predict a violent revolution within the next three years.
There was something else: we
ate together. There were tables
and barbecues all over campus. I
think some of the food came from
outside but I'm not sure. In any
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Many faculty
l members felt that
h they hhad an obligation to inform students
about U.S. policy in Vietnam, and students felt a duty to become informed.
Teach-ins would take place in large auditoriums, in student unions, on
quads and in classrooms. Sometimes they were held at lunch time or in
the evenings, but quite frequently (particularly as the war effort escalated)
classes would be called off by individual instructors so that students could
attend without penalty. This is perhaps part of the radical nature of the
activity: to recognize that events occurring outside the college campus
were more important and had more meaning than the routine of daily
college life.
An immediate consequence of student resistance to the draft was that
large numbers of students, both male and female, came to realize that
they had a common intrest that transcended their membership in the
college community. It caused them to think seriously about real political
issues and to come to terms with their own posistion on the war in
Vietnam. Clearly, not all students on all college campuses believed that
the war in Vietnam was bad, nor did they all participate in resistenee to
the draft. However, one of the targets of resistenee to both the draft and
the war was the ROTC center on campus. ROTC continued to recruit
students into its ranks until the early 1970s.
The meaning of the opposition to ROTC can be understood as a shift in
attitude toward the military in general and a feeling on the part of
students that military recruitment should not take place on the campus.
In other words, students began to express the idea that the university
should not participate in what they understood to be immoral activities
(at this time radical students equated the U.S. military with immorality).
For example, at Boston University in the late 1960's, the Dean of Students
who was an active supporter of ROTC came under sharp attack. The B.TJ.
"News" (student newspaper) published a photo of the Dean of Students
standing on an army tank during ROTC maneuvers. The caption reads
"Tanks, Deans." Students who became involved in the opposition to the
war believed that they had a right to use the university space to express
their sense of outrage and disillusionment because the democratic and
humanitarian ideals which they believed were at the foundation of our
society conflicted with those of both the university administration and the
larger political order. There was a belief that the university space belonged to them, and it was for this reason that they would demonstrate
and sit-in to "liberate" particular offices and buildings.
Finally, when students engaged in more radical activity such as burning
draft cards, they felt that they were taking action that validated their
moral values in a very concrete way. Taking such action in groups provided a sense of solidarity and community, and, in effect, reduced the
sense of risk. Thus, resistance to the draft, whether by means of demonstation on campus, flight to Canada, or the burning of draft cards became
a means to greater political awareness and involvement. The draft represented an immediate and personal threat to the security most students on
college campuses had experienced in the past. For the first time, males
were faced with the possibility of losing their own lives and females with
the possibility of losing those they knew and loved. The immediate reality
of the war forced them to become politically concious and to take risks.
When I compare the situation in the 1960s with the current state of
student awareness on college campuses, I conclude that issues like divestment in South Africa or the threat of nuclear war do not affect students
in such a directly immediate and personal way. A student's immediate
future is neither endangered nor called into question, and, consequently,
the need to reasses moral values and political commitments is not present
to the same extent as it Was in the Vietnam era. Were students today
called into military service in large numbers as they were in the 1960s, I
would not be surprised to find that the level of radical political activity on
college campuses would increase dramatically.
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Civil Rights, Vietnam Propel Students to Action
continued from p. 7
Ghost Shirt Society
In mid-September of 1969, the
Trinity Chapter of Students for a
Democratic Society decided to
change the structure of the organization. Most of those in attendance, including the former
president, Steven Keeney, called
for a new name for the group and
a reorganization of the chapter's
executive structure.
The students also called for a
break from the national organization. Keeney said that he "was increasingly unable to defend a
series of national resolutions and
stands." He also declared that the
"national organizational's shift to
a greater Marxist-Leninist stand

doesn't speak from our experience."
Many other members agreed to
change their name from SDS to
"The Theodore Lockwood Memorial Chapter of the Ghost Shirt Society."
College Closing Endorsed
In late September, the Senate
endorsed a Moratorium and asked
the President Lockwood to close
the College on October 15. The
president refused and stated that
"Trinity must consistently defend
both the freedom of legal action on
any national issue and the freedom
necessary for open discussion of
these truly divisive problems."
The Tripod wrote in October 7
editorial that closing the College
on October 15 wouid not be an 'in-

stitutional stance.' Closing would
simply free those members of the
community who want to work for
peace from the obligations of
"business as usual." The College
would be recognizing that its members must be released from everyday obligations so they can pursue
their moral duty."
On October 15, members of the
new Society along with many other
Trinity students and professors
converged upon Bushnell Park in
downtown Hartford to protest the
war in Vietnam. More than 10,000
people marched to the park. More
than a thousand students from
Trinity, St. Joseph's College,
Hartford Seminary, Hartford College for Women were part of the
rally.
Two Trinity professors spoke to
the crowd. Chaplain Alan Tull
asked that "In justice, in love, in
the name of God, let us go out and
make peace."
Stephen Minot, a Visiting Professor of English, called on those
assembled to "say no to the war."
He praised those who resisted the
war and the Selective Service, by
"going underground," or by applying for conscientious objector status. He said that "We are not
going to put up with this godforr
saken war anymore."
President of the College Theodore Lockwood did permit the students, faculty, and college
employees to take part in the
march "without prejudice or penalty."
Tull Forms Draft Center
Also in October, Chaplain Tull
began to a form a Campus Draft
Center. He said that the "need for
such a center was simply to provide any unkowing students who
need draft help with that help."
The Tripod also wanted to participate in the new center. Editor
Kenneth Winkler '71 said that
"one of our [the newspaper's] pur-

poses is to the student body, and
there is a major need for information on the draft."
Stone Incident
As a result of the 1968 sit-in and
holding of the Trustees, the College agreed to improve minority
relations at the school. The school
wanted to hire a Black professor.
However, they declined to hire
Chuck Stone, a religion professor
who was highly popular with the
students. This led to a rally outside
the home of President Lockwood.
Two-hundred fifty students confronted the president to demand
the school to hire Stone.
In a January 30, 1970 article in
The Tripod, "Students charged
that since the appointment would
have been paid for by outside
funds, that it could only be a question of discrimination." President
Lockwood, although, responded to
the accusation by saying "Race,
creed and color will not enter in its
considerations as far as I'm concerned...political convictions would
not affect the recommendation.
Trinity did hire their first fulltime Black faculty in March of
1970. Professor Herbert Edwards,
a human relations expert and a visiting lecturer at Harvard Divinity
School, Cambridge, Mass., joined
the Religion Department as an assistant professor. He was also employed as assistant dean for human
relations.
In March of 1972, at least 30
Trinity students from the Trinity
Phone Tax Resistance Committee
refused to pay the Federal Tax on
phone bills as a protest against the
Vietnam War. Payments of the tax
were deferred to a "Fund for Life"
especially due to the increase in
this tax to pay for the war efforts.
College Protest on Escalation
Heightened activism concerning
the war in Vietnam returned to
the campus in April on 1972. At
an All-College meeting April 20,

450 students voted to hold a "noncoercive strike" for the next day
to protest the escalation of the
war. The students also passed a
resolution calling for a "Mobilization Day Against the War."President Lockwood stated that
he "endorsed the use of nonviolent
and constructive means to express
student protest against the war."
Religion Professor Theodor
Mauch said the group should use
"our imagination and our discipline" in adopting means of protesting the war. He accused the
Nixon adminstration of being
"anti-education because it believes
in "everything can be solved with
a thunderbolt. Educators believe
in the value of exploration and
careful study."
Vice President Thomas Smith
stating that he spoke both "personally and institutionally that the
administration will not tolerate any
attempts to stop instructors or
students from entering classes."
Smith also commented that the
administration would not take action against striking students or
professors.
A series of 11 workshops were
scheduled for the Strike Day. The
workshops were led by faculty
members in Mather Hall.
The so-called "radical" or liberal
period at Trinity changed things
for "the positive as well as the
negative" commented Professor
Rex Neaverson of the Politcal Science. Students gained added power
and say in the administration of
the College's affairs. They used
their Constitutional liberties to express their thoughts on civil as well
as international issues. However,
some have commented that Trinity
has never academically or socially
returned to the standards prior to
this period, The "radical period"
has ended, but its results are still
felt,
.

Some of the Id4 Triastj studer>tb who hiAixA W ;!!i;:!ii.^ Memorial in
protest of the College's minority admissions and hiring practices.

Timeline
—August 7,1964

—August 1965

Tonkin Gulf Resolution
authorizes the President to take
all necessary actions to repel
attack against U.S. forces.

Worldwide:

-1967

Voting Rights Act
passed.

—May 10-12, 1965
National Guard
occupies Jackson State
College
(Jackson, Mississippi)

490,000 U.S. troops in
South Vietnam

—August 11,1965
Watts section of Los
Angeles erupts due to
racial rioting

At Trinity:
—October 1967
200,000 March on
Washington
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of Events
—August 25-27,
1968
Democratic
convention in Chicago

—November 30,
i 1967
Senator Eugene McCarthy
announced candidacy for
the presidency.

—March 29, 1973

U.S. begins
"Operation Menu" of
bombing Cambodia.

Remaining U.S. troops
leave Vietnam.

—November 5,1968

- M a y 4, 1970

Richard Nixon elected
President.

Kent State
demonstration; four
students killed.

—February 1968

—Late September
1969

—October 1969

Class Boycott called
for by Student Senate.

Student Senate
Moratorium mandated
college closing.

Draft center planned.

—April 22,1968
168 students hold
Trustees hostage.
it

—March 18,1969

— Mid-September
1969
SDS changed name to
the Ghost Shirt Society.

—April 20, 1972
Students strike to
protest Vietnam
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Alumnus' View
by Steven Keeney
Editor's Note: Steven Keeney is
a 1971 graduate of Trinity and is
partner in the law firm o/Barnett
& Alagia in Louinille. He was
president of the Students for a
Democratic Society, president of
the Student Body, and a three-term
member of Student Senate.
Nobody arrived at Trinity calling
themselves a "radical" in 1967,
least of all me, a prep school graduate who wore tweed sport coats
and smoked a pipe at my freshman
year meeting of SDS (Students for
a Democratic Society, for those recently arriving from another
planet).
That wasn't Trinity's appeal.
Trinity was a small all-men's
school, a "little Ivy." You came to
Trinity, then, for liberal arts,
fraternity, roadies, and flozzies. It
made for a pleasant, reasonably
prestigious sheepskin. It also was
a thing of the past, in more ways
than not, and a little vain about it.
Still, Trinity also was a creature
of its times, like all colleges — and
it didn't take a weatherman to
know the times were changing.
Jack Kennedy's "Camelot" had
been gunned down, but his brother,
Bob, looked like he had a shot to
bring it back. Reverend Martin
Luther King's dream came alive —
on the buses of Greensboro, the
streets of Selma, the steps of
Southern University and in D.C.
Also, we all knew somebody wearing a flak jacket in 'Nam, sending
home weird "vaeation-in-the-tropics" type snapshots, grinning in
front of an attack chopper spraypainted "only the strong survived;
no one gets out alive." Mostly, they
got blasted.
It was a time that hurt, and exhiiharated. You could see, touch, .
and taste the racism, the sexism,
the elitism, the ethnocentism.
Bishop Brownell seemed to have
his finger pointed at a sanctimoneous green circle of wagons,
called the. Quad, orbiting the real
world.
In 1968, a few hundred Trinity
guys got together around the Bishop's finger — and took over the

administration building. The trustees didn't want to listen to ideas
like a Black scholarship fund until
everybody sat down in the hall outside their door. This was before
Columbia University clubbed their
kids (though we sent Mark Rudd a
telegram). They said we left the
building neater than we found it.
Trinity put in a Black scholarship fund, went co-ed, tucked a
"student bill of rights" into the
Handbook, abolished the Medusa
watchdogs, started student-faculty curriculum committees, and
more.
If it is true that nature must
eternally balance opposites to grow
(as sound requires silence; man,
woman; and freedom, responsibility), then Trinity always will need
its radicals. One of the primary impulses of every living being is the
urge to be whole. However you describe the rarified atmosphere that
is our college — whether it seems
most an "ivory tower" or a "scholarly sanctuary", an "elitist country club" or a "liberal arts mecca"
(and surely it is all of these and
more) — its classically graceful architecture is not complete without
its basic shanty towns. Those who
have houses speak loudly about our
homeless. As (Debs) said, we are
not free until the last man in prison
is free. And, as the I.W.W. taught
America's labor movement, the issue is "bread and roses".
While I'm not so well versed in
Trinity history as Glenn Weaver,
I'd bet that, most of the time, its
proud have rubbed shoulders with
the plebian, and its rich mark
themselves principally against the
poor. In short, taken aright, Trinity's brightest necessarily throw in
their lot with our community's beleaguered. Those who take more,
as we at Trinity may expect statistically, also must expect to give
more :— or we are done .in,, only ;
fragments of our human being. •
There is exhilaration to this —
togiving life. The New Leftists of
the 60's surfed a wave. To us, it
was a "patriotic revolution", of
"power to the people"; it was a
time of moral uprightness in an
era of immoral segregation and inhuman Vietnamese oppression. To
"lead" this storm, you mostly had

to listen well.
This is why the joy of radicalism
is not one of "stardom"; it is a
celebration of community more
than individuality. It is naturally
contagious.
Issues change, as times change.
They ebb and flow like tides. "The
Man in the Gray Flannel Suit" was
what was wrong when I arrived;
starvation, as in Bangladesh, was
the foremost wrong by the time I
left. Some are more contagious
than others,
- .
In 1967, issues like civil rights,
Black power and Vietnam were incendiary. Their campus spokesmen were among the best and the
brightest, leaders like Jim Kaplan
and Bobby Washington. An SDS
button then said "Part of the Way/
WithLBJ."
Our SDS- national conventions
were places of rich intellectual and
political challenge. My crowd, led
most prominently by Tom Hayden
and Carl Oglesby, both prolific
pamphletters, held for the basic
new left coalition — "leasure age"
students, the unemployed and the
Third World; grass roots organizing; confrontation politics; and
"participatory democracy."
A second good-sized group,
where Abbie Hoffman and Jerry
Rubin had seized the microphones,
were a vibrant amalgam of the old
Haight-Ashbury hippies and the
Yuppies to be. They came to be
called the "counter culture" and
emphasized symbolic speech and
media events, believing grass roots
organizing would never win the
hearts and minds as well or as fast
as TV. Everything else under the
sun showed up, too — Ben Morea's
"Up Against the Wall Motherfucker" group that blended anarchosyndicalism,
uninhibited
sexploits and martial arts; the Progressive Labor Party, a disciplined
Maoist threat to democracy; and a
hodgepodge of American. Communist Party organizers, Trotskyiies.
Leninists of every stripe; shorttempered NAACP'ers, and —
three years later — the "Weathermen" who took to making their
own incendiaries.
After we took over Trinity's
administration building in 1968, we
hitch-hiked to Chicago for the

"I fully share your moral indignation at the continuation of the
Vietnam war, as expressed in your
editorial of October 7, and I have
signed a statement of opposition to
the war with other college presidents as individuals particularly
distressed dy the consequences of
this was for young people here and
in Vietnam. I pin you in calling
for critical reflection on this issue.
The question addressed to this office was: would the College close on
October Uth? Without at all presuming to act as -its "collective
moral consciousness", my conclusion was that the College should remain open. You did not accept the
reasons for this posistion. Let me

mudhole in New York.
I was shot in 1970 by some
nameless gun-toter who did not
like my New Year's speech. I never
heard from the police.I sued the FBI under the Freedom of Information Act and got a
free bibliography of my writings
and evidence that Trinity kept an
eye on me for the FBI. I thought
about suing the college, too, to endow a chair in Liberation Theology. But it took three years to win
in court against the FBI and, by
then, the urge was gone.
I bought a farm near Colchester
in 1970. Stephen Spender came by
and we talked about the movement; the growing shift from "inner purity" to ecology, especially
nuclear reactor issues, and poetry,
over two bottles of Chateau La
Mission Haut-Brion, beside the
river on my south boundary, that
flowed out to the sea near the nuclear sub factory.

Strait]) ^Tri
EDITORIAL SECTION

A Question of Values

A few political realities have become apparent in the past week.
On Monday President Lockwood released the new drug policy to the
Hartford press; on Tuesday he released it to the campus community. On Wednesday in conversations with members of the
Tripod staff, he made it clear that any change in the policy was
quite unlikely, on Thursday, he passed the same message on to
members of the Ad|udicative System in a luncheon meeting. At the
fihdottfce week, President/Libckwobd met?\«ith,tbe TGG iniekecutiye,
session to discuss the whole matter, and needless to say, the TCC
didn't make any fuss.
Now what this all means is really not too hard to figure out.
During this week, another Trinity'political crisis came to a head,
and most of us didn't even know about it. During this week, the
administration opened a new phase of its campaign to take full
control of the decision-making process at the College. The student
body and the faculty have been pushed out of any significant role in
decisions concerning students arrested on felony charges. What this
means is that the administration will make these decisions, and we
can be sure that their decisions will reflect the political pressures
placed on them by Trustees, alumni, etc.
The almost complete silence of the students and faculty in this
try again. The main activity of a becoming a partisan
political
matter shows how concerned they are with protecting their own
college is educational. The political agency: we must remain what the
basic rights. By letting the administration get away with this move,
activities of its individual mem- New York Times described in its
students and faculty have given up their voice in determining who
bers — students, faculty, staff— do editorial of October 7 on this same
does, and who does not remain on this campus. That is, we gave
not concern the institution. Even issue, "a sanctuary for the free exwhen the majority believe that their change of ideas."
them control over who we are. And that's not very intelligent,
cause is just, I fail to see why the The Tripod wrote in reply:
considering the political influence that extremely conservative
College, as opposed to the Student
trustees and alumni exercise over the administration. These
Senate or the faculty as a. body
Let us try again.
people, we ought to remember, are not committed to the same
passing resolution in support of the
Closing the Colege on October
values that we are.
nation-wide movement, must or 15 would not be an "institutional
A few people have expressed their concern over these developshould take an institutional stance stance." Closing would simply free
on such an issue. This forbearance those members of the community
ments, but only three or four individuals have tried to change Lockis not, as you suggest, a failure to who want to work for peace from
wood's mind. The TGC, whose recommendations on the drug
defend our freedom of discussion; the obligations of "business as
problem were ignored by the President has apparently decided to be
rather it is a means of assuring usual." The College would be repolite and swallow a policy which ignores all their recomevery^ single member that he is free cognizing that its members must
mendations. They justify their silence by noting that the TCC is just
to discuss and free to act as his be released from everyday obligaan advisory body, and that the President is not obliged to take their
conscience dictates. I, as president, tions so they can pursue their
do not have the right to compel par- moral duty.
advice. That's true of course, but its hardly the point. The point is
ticipation upon those who may not
This is an issue only the com- that they aren't willing to take a stand on an issue that they thought
agree with your view or my conclu- munity can decide. But the com- was right just a few weeks before. If they had any faith in themsions about the war. And it is munity must realize that as long as
selves, the TCC members would have made a further effort to speak
surely questionable to imply that students, faculty, administration,
out against a stupid, punitive policy. Their failure amounts to
keeping the College open pervents and staff are expected "on the job"
timidity, or cowardice.
people from expressing their prop- on Moratorium Day, they are
erly profound concerns about the not,"free to participate."
The student body has been even less active, despite the fact that
war. A staff member is free to parthe National Student Association statement on the rights of students
The obstacles posed by "busiticipate as he believes wise, without ness as usual" will become a realwas violated by the President's policy. Giving in to this sort of
penalty or prejudice. Students and ity for students and faculty next
move by the administration is only going to make the next move
faculty are obviously free ""to take month, when classes are scheduled
easier Who knows, maybe next time the Trustees will decide that
the issue of peace to the larger com- •during the two-day Moratorium.
student financial aid is a commitment we can't afford to maintain
munity, " and I hope that their ac- Surely students and faculty are not
tions will be beneficial to their "free" when they are expected in
If this week is any indication, that would hardly be a surprise.
cause.
Students and faculty should begin to realize that Trustees,
class.
alumni, and parents have a much greater voice in our affairs than
If the majority of the community
That is quite different from ask- agrees, Trinity should close for the
we do. Both segments of the community should be wary of policies,
ing that the College dedicate itself October 15 Moratorium as well as
like the new drug policy, which obviously give in to pressures from
to a particular political position all subsequent Moratoriums. The
those
sources. All of Lockwood's explanations cannot mitigate the
and implying, by that kind of fiat, doors of Williams Memorial and
fact thai he admitted the new drug policy would increase the
that there is but one voice in the the Library do not have to be
general distrust and bad feeling on campus, especially when it's
community. If, as I have suggested locked; the community need only
on another occasion the college is recognize that some of its mem- used to expel students before their "crimes" are proved in a court of
to be the "arena in which wisdom bers, disgusted by the outrage of
low. That the President accepted that consequence shows where his
and moral sensitivity impart to the War, feel compelled to work
values stand; that all of us let it happen shows even more about our
human intelligence a sense of direc- for. peace, uninhibited by "busivalues.
tion," then surely we must avoid ness as usual."
A.J.M.

Senate Demands College Closure
Editor's Note: The information on
the October 15 Moratorium ran in
the Tripod October 7, 1969. The
Moratorium called for the closing
of the College.
Opinions
Three weeks ago Trinity's student Senate endorsed the October
15 Moratorium, and asked President Lockwood if he would close
the college on that day. The president refused, concluding that
"Trinity must consistenly defend
both the freedom of legal action on
any national issue and the freedom
necessary for open discussion of
these truly diverse problems."
The President sent the following
statement to the Tripod, in response to an October 7 editorial
criticizing him for his "failure to
permit the community to make its
own decision."

Democratic National Convention.
It was confrontation politics and
media event, all rolled into one.
The police clubbed and maced me
before throwing me into a cell with
Hoffman and Hayden. We had a
great night talking about the
movement and the next day's demonstration.
By 1970, a dark underbelly had
turned up. SDS couldn't hold together, split by the disciplined
block votes of various Communist
groups and by the impulsive advocates of armed confrontation. The
bomb throwers cost us all the
moral high ground and, about the
same time, the self-centeredness of
"inner revolution" converted
droves from counter culture to
drug culture. It climaxed in Woodstock, a high water mark for rock
music and just about the end for
the New Left. The movement that
surfaced in the rice paddies of
Vietnam went underground in a

by Steven Barkan
Editor's ~Note:Steven Barkan is
a 1973 graduate of Trinity and is
associate professor of Sociology at
the University of Maine inOrono.
He was a member of the Theodore
Lockwood Memorial Chapter of the
Ghost Shirt Society and was on the
staff of The Tripod.
When I wrote for my FBI file in
July 1975, I expected to receive
just a few documents pertaining to
my arrest three years earlier for
chaining myself to the doors of the
Federal Building in Hartford in an
antiwar protest. What I received
instead served as another reminder that even unimportant persons
assumed
a
spurious
importance in the minds of the FBI
in my generation of college students.
When parts of my file arrived
seventeen months after my initial
request (the delay being due to my
failure to send in my notarized signature), I received the documents
I expected, but I also was sent several that I had not anticipated.
These documents revealed that the
FBI was interested in me long before my audacious attempt to stop
the Vietnam war by blocking the
doors of a Federal Building, and
therein lies a tale of government
surveillance of one youth's growing involvement in the antiwar
movement that has repercussions
far beyond the insignificant characters and events that comprise
the story.
As I began my freshman year at
Trinity in the fall of 1969, I was
just beginning to reflect on the
Vietnam war. In high school my
"activism" had been limited to the
tutoring of black children in Philadelphia. Like many freshman in
those days, I started to talk about
the war and the draft in dormitory
discussions and to read about them
in pamphlets distributed by the
campus organization of the Students for a Democratic Society
(SDS).
Gradually but inexorably, my involvement in the peace movement
deepened. In October of my freshman year, I handed out my first
leaflet against the war to publicize
the nationwide Moratorium set for
the 15th of that month. A year
later I became a draft counselor,
and by my junior year I'd acquired
some notoriety as a campus antiwar activist. When I graduated
from Trinity I recieved the Human
Relations Award and the Fishzohn
Award for Community Service for
my commitment to nonviolence
and for my work on behalf of Trinity Draft Counselors. At that time
I did not know that the FBI had
spied on me three years earlier,
near the end of my freshman year,
when I was still an unknown freshman.
.
•
,
In late April and early May of
1970, the United States invaded
Cambodia, four students were
killed at Kent State University,
and two more were shot down at
Jackson State University. Colleges
and universities across the country
went on strike. At Trinity classes
continued while students and professors organized some ten days of
workshops attended by hundreds,
spoke at numerous high schools
and churches, and gathered thousands of signatures on antiwar petitions. I spent most of my time
helping to schedule the workshops
and writing about the for the student strike newspaper. In a letter
to the parents written May 12,
1970, Trinity's then-President
Theodore Lockwood, commented,
"Trinity has reason.to be proud of
the manner in which its students,

like so many others in this country,
have met this crisis, especially in
view of the tragedy at Kent State.
They have set a high standard in
their conduct, one which many
commentators have cited as the
appropriate form for dissent. I can
only characterize the strike movement itself as responsible and balanced."
Evidently the FBI did not share
this judgement. One of the documents in my file reveals that on
May 9, 1970, an informer (whose
name was rubbed out) "who has
furnished reliable information in
the past," reported that I was
"heading three workshops" on
Ecology Action, American Foreign Policy, and "The Investigation" and Concentration Camps in
America, all "in connection with
the National Student Strike." The
document continues, "The National Student Strike was a militant student organization formed
in 1970 to protest the Vietnam war
and has ceased to exist."
Regarding my participation in
these workshops, however, the
FBI informant was not entirely accurate. In no way did I "head" the
three workshops, although I did
cover them for the stike newspaper. Two of the three, in fact, were
led by Trinity professors. Still, if
my presence at these workshops
was reported, undoubtedly that of
many of many other people — faculty, staff, students — was reported as well.
FBI surveillance of the campus
did not end that spring. The following fall an ad hoc group of students calling ourselves the
Theodore Lockwood Memorial
Chapter of the Ghost Shirt Society
met a few times to try to follow up
on the heady days of the previous
spring. After a few very frustrating discussions involving at most
two dozen students, the group soon
dissolved, as Trinity, like most
other American campuses, lapsed
into an errie state of quietude.
All of this was duly noted in my
FBI file; "On September 25,1970,
and October 1,1970, [name rubbed
out] advised that STEPHEN (phonetic) BARKAN attended meetings on September 24, and 29,
1970, of the Ghost Shirt Society
held at South Campus A-B Lounge,
Trinity College, Hartford, Connecticut, to protest the war in
Vietnam. It held only three or four
meetings before going out of existence.'.'
The FBI's interest in me extended beyond the Trinty campus.
Later in my sophomore year I began writing a draft counseling column called "Uncle Sam's Draft
Advice" for a Hartford newspaper
called "Wild Raspberry", a
counter-cultural publication similar to dozens of "underground"
newspapers that sprang up at the
time, and, like many of them, one
that ceased publishing after only a
few issues. Documents in my file
indicate that for five months starting in August 1971 the New Haven
office of the FBI investigated the
newspaper and had an informer in
Hartford try to secure copies. The
office reviewed its own files for
information of persons named in
the "Wild Raspberry's" masthead,
where, incidentally, Perry White
of Superman comic book history
was listed as the publisher. One
wonders what the FBI found out
about him!
The New Haven office found information in its files on only three
of the people named in the masthead, including nmyself; one of my
documents reports that I attended
two workshops at Trinity in November 1970 (not May, again an
inaccuracy) on Ecology and on the

Draft, which "took place in conjunction with the 1970 Student Attempt at Strikes," a strange way
indeed of calling the post-Cambodian invasion protests.
My name again surfaced when
one more publication was investigated. Another document in my
file reveals that the FBI somehow
obtained a copy of the mailing list
of "Liberation" magazine, for
some twenty years a leading pacifist periodical, "Liberation", the
document asserts, "has printed
'anti-establishment' articles written by individuals supporting
world-wide communism, black militants, and New Left radicals."
The document mentions that a
photocopy of the mailing list, current as of October 1972 and broken down alphabetically by state
of residence, was attached; I recieved only a copy of my mailing
label as it appeared on "Liberation" when I was still at Trinity.
The surveillance by the FBI and
other intelligence agencies at
American campuses during the
1960s and 1970s has recieved relatively little attention; the breakins and uses of "agent provocateurs" that marked those tumultuous years have made for more
flashy headlines. Still, this particular form of spying was no less
serious for its lack of dramatic appeal, and as someone now working
in aeademia I remain most concerned over the evidence of an FBI
informer at my alma mater. The
infiltration of the FBI into our colleges and universities was a powerful attack not only on the
Constitutional rights of peaceable
assembly and free speech but also
on the principle of academic freedom. One of the hallmarks of this
principle — and also one of the
most inportant aspects of a liberal
arts education at small colleges like
Trinity — is the free, open, and
unfettered discussion of controversial issues in classrooms, in dormitories, or underneath the trees.
(Hence the danger posed by Accuracy in Aeademia.) At a time when
the whole nation was aroused by
the invasion of Cambodia and the
killing of students, an FBI informer at Trinity violated repeatedly the freedom of discussion that
liberal arts institutions pride
themselves on. These violations
were to continue at least into the
following school year, and undoubtedly took place before that
memorable week in May 1970.
The importance of surveillance
at Trinity sixteen years ago lies
further in the very unimportance
of the characters and events herein
described. For if the FBI saw fit
to spy on an unknown, unimportant freshman at a small college in
a city far removed from the tumult
of a New York or a San Franscisco, how far-reaching its program of campus surveillance must
have been, how many innocent victims must now be in FBI files, and
how precious little is known about
these violations of academic freedom and Constitutional rights even
today.
Who was the FBI informer at
Trinity? I'll probably never know.
Since few people involved in the
Cambodia strike knew me, I'm
forced to conclude that the informer was someone I knew personally, someone I may even have
liked, trusted, and respected. If so,
that was not the first time a trust
of friendship was betrayed by an
informer, nor was it to be the last.
None-the less, several names and
faces from those heady days in
May flood through my mind. That
any one of them might have been
the informer seems impossible and

the very thought repelling, but still
a nagging curiosity remains over
his or her identity, along with a
considerable measure of guilt over
distrusting any of the people I

knew back then. As a Trinity sociology professor once wrote me
about my file, "That's one of the
sadder aspects of the whole thing;
everyone becomes suspect."

®Mfi itipob
EDITORIAL SECTION
April 20, 1971

This editorial was published on May 5, 1970 by the Tripod
and the college newspapers of 11 colleges: Columbia, Cornell,
R%tgers, Univeristy of Pennsylvania, Harvard, Princeton,
Haverford, Dartmo-uth, SarahLawerence, Brown, andN.Y.U.

President Nixon's unwarranted and Illegitimate decision to send American combat forces, to Cambodia
and to resume the bombing of North Vietnam demands
militant, immediate, land continued opposition from ail
Americans.
Through his unilateral executive move, the President
has placed our country in a state of emergency. He has
ignored the constitutional perogatives of Congress, and
has revealed the sham of his policy of Vietnamization,
a policy which, through a tortous process of innerlogic,
demands that we escalate the war in order to enable
foreign policy still dictates the necessity to sacrifice
American lives, to ravish independent countries and to
squander our resources and energies. The President has
tragically engaged the mood of the country. The antiwar movement which has marched and protested for
is rmarfy resurfacea in new and
larger numbers. With Nixon's lie now finally exposed,
the immortality and hyprocacy of our government's action
have been revealed for all to see.
The need for action has never been so great and so
urgent. We therefore call on the entire academic community of this country to engage in a nationwide university etrike. We must cease business as usual in order
to allow universities to meet and join in a collective
strike to protest America's escalation of the war.
We do not call for a strike by students against the
university, but a strike by the entire university-faculty,
students, staff, and administrators alike.
The reasons for such a strike are manifold. First, it
is a dramatic symbol of our opposition to a corrupt and
immoral war. It demonstrates clearly our prioroties; for
the significance of classes and examinations pales before the greater problems outside the classroom. Moreover, it recognizes the fact that within the society so
permeated with inequality, immortality, and destruction,
a classroom education becomes a meaningless and hollow exercise.
But the necessity for the strike extends far beyond
these reasons. The strike is necessary to free the academic community from activities of secondary importance and to open it up to the primary task of building
renewed opposition to the war. It is necessary to commit
the academic community to first solidify its own opposition and then act immediately to extend this opposition
beyond the campuses.
We ask the entire academic community, to use this
opportunity to go to the people and to bring home to
the entire nation the meaning of the President's action.
A massive, unprecedented display of dissent is required.
We urge that the strike be directed towards bringing
about the following charges: 1) an immediate withdrawal
. of all American forces from Southeast Asia 2) Passage
of an amendment to the Senate's military appropriation
bill to deny all aid for military and political adventures
in Southeast Asia, 3) mobilization of public support for
anti-war candidates in the upcoming primary and general
elections, 4) the end of political repression at home, in
particular the government's systematic attempt to eliminate the Black Panther Party and other poffticaf dissidents, 5) a re-allocation of American resources from
military Involvement abroad to domestic problems, in
particular the problems of our beleagured cities, and 6)
the. building of support for a massive demonstration in
Washing on May 9 to.bring,to the nation's capital unprecedented numbers, in opposition.
, The stage has been set, the issues,
clearly drawn, the
;rteed apparent.. It is now. time<,to: act/ . .
-.-"'•.
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Smith Notes Changes In Perception
by Thomas A. Smith
Editor's Note: This article is
a reprint from the December U,
1971, Trinity Tripod. Vice President Smith declined to comment on
the radical issue when asked three
weeks ago.
The editor, several weeks ago,
asked that I comment in any manner I saw fit on student life. This
helped me somewhat in discovering that I am certain of only two
things in respect to undergraduates: they are seldom very different from other people, and beyond
that, generalization is hazardous,
for students are less likely than
others to lend themselves to it. I
am therefore leary of those who
pronounce upon student life, mind,
and attitude as easily as they utter
the first dogmas of a child's catechism, and I am especially leary of
those current critics and advocates
who announce their most recent
discovery of mutation in the student generation. Of course, I find
my own generalization acceptable.
Colleges and universities are
more susceptible to generalization
than are students. They seldom
mutate, but they do change constantly, and outside of the academic areas one of the most
interesting and significant changes
— because of its effect on student
life — has been the continuing diminution of their exercise of custodial interest in student morality. A
multitude of the new educational
critics identifies administrative
and faculty "permissiveness" as a
sudden and recent phenomenon,
the barbaric root of all that is
wrong with the educational establishment. As some of them ought
to know, the capacity of the college or the university to exercise
moral custody over undergraduates had been strained for decades, not only because faculties
found it more necessary and rewarding to devote themselves to
teaching, scholarship and research
than to moral tuition. For all practical purposes, the role of the college and university as moral
custodian was terminated when
large numbers of veterans entered
their halls and residences after
World War II. The real cause for
termination was not so much that
veterans were experienced and
mature and unwilling to accept institutional interest in their bahavior and morals but that the larger
society had begun to develop considerable tolerance for diversity in
moral posistions and codes.
A majority of students entering
the college and university do so
with a sense of liberation, eager to
experiment with and to be responsible for persona] moral judgements which, prior to the time of
entering, they had shared with
parents and school, or which, in
some cases, they had not excercised independantly at all. Once
within the campus, however, sub-

stantial numbers of students find
it difficult to determine how to
cope with the behavior of fellow
students whose moral codes and
behavioral standards are markedly
different from their own.
Their difficulty is very much the
same as that most of us who are
older experience when, faced with
a diversity of moral standards, we
are uncertain of our own, yet easily offended by behavior which follows from a particular morality
with which we are not familiar or
do not approve. The student's difficulty is, however, somewhat
more acute because within the residential academic community the
physical and functional relation of
one student to another is both flexible and close. The undergraduate
does not have the insulation nor
the isolation afforded his elders by
virtue of their occupation, residence, or ability to be selective in
the formation of social associations. For to-day's undergraduate
the situation becomes even more
acute because, in spite of their
duiversity, he is loyal to his peers
and is emotionally and intellectually committed to the humane
acceptance of moral and behavioral pluralism.
Undergraduates seem to be beginning to perceive the difficulty
of their situation more clearly than
has been the ease in recent years.
One development that served to
obscure their veiw was the introduction to the campus over a period of years of functions which
came under the heading of "student affairs" or "student ser-vices"
or
even
"student
personnel". Introduced to the college and university, primarily since
1945, under pressure from parents, students, and legislators,
they are essentially custodial. They
have served, and with good success, many of the personal needs
of students for. counselling and advice which in earlier days were
served by faculty members and
deans of students. Many of us who
were in the academic faculty or
administration during the early
and middle stages of this development were optomistic that the outcome would be directly useful to
students in areas where moral
questions.were involved. The service functions have enhanced the
educational effectiveness of most
institutions, primarily because they
have permitted their faculties to
develop their professional intrests
and eased the strains of institutional growth and diversification.
Nevertheless, the development of
the service functions, in spite of
the promise which some of them
seemed to offer, seems not yet to
have had a significant effect upon
the student's ability to deal with
the difficulty which he has when
he stands in a field of conduct on
which differing moral standards
collide.
It is not far-fetched to say that
the student upheavals during the
last six years have been a reflec-

tions of student interest in dealing
with personal questions arising
from the diversity of moral posistions held on the campus. Student
movements toward political, social
and educational reform were stimulated not only by what many held
to be necessary and possible
changes but also by their need for
feelings of participation in a common faith and discipline.
The student movement, as a national phenomenon, now seems
emptied of purpose, deflated, I believe, by its inability to sustain the
intensity of its faith, unable to contain the diversity of its purposes,
and horrified by the violence which
it engendered in many instances
and with which it met in many others. During its life it obscured —
or allowed students to escape —
many of the questions of behavior
in a morally plural community.
In the abscence of turbulence,
but also confronted by their own
diversity, students on this campus
and others seem to be seeriously
interested for perhaps the first
time in some of the situations
which arise as moral codes collide
in areas of conduct. It is not surprising that some call upon their
college or university to control and
correct behavior which to them
seems aberrant and offensive. Up
to a point this is as it ought to be.
The college and university is especially clear, after the experiences of the recent past, about its
responsibility to give assurance
that teaching and learning can be
freely undertaken within its walls.
However, when the call is for the
correction and control of behavior
which does not involve the academic purposes of the institution,
they are, in effect, calling upon it
again to take over the role which,
with considerable assistance from
their fathers and mothers, grandfathers and, perhaps, grandmothers, it was obliged to abandon Some
years ago.
I would not expect, nor would I
encourage, the college or university to resume its attempt to assume moral custody for students.
I do not expect it to address itself
speedily, and directly to kinds of
situations which, whether they
arise from moral collisions or not,
impede or break down the teaching and learning processes. The actual development of personal moral
standards is the student's responsibility. Together with his academic work it should be his
primary concern. This is not to say
that the college or university has
no interest in the moral development of undergraduates. Rather it
is simply to say that it has no responsibility for supplying the undergraduate with a set of moral
positions and none for relieving of
his responsibility to determine how
to act — and in a manner particularly respectful of the needs of the
academic community — when his
values or lack of them collide with
another's in actual conduct.
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Inside
magazine
tuesday, december 12,1972

ATribute
To Trinity Students
Killed,
Imprisoned,
and Missing
In Vietnam
The News Staff would like to
extend special thanks to all of those
people who donated their time and
effort to this supplement. This
special section would not have been
possible without their help:
Professor Rex Noaverson
Professor Diana Evans
Professor Kenny Fulco
Professor Norman Miller
Professor John Brewer
Peter Knapp
Steven Keeney
Steven Balkan
and
The Entire Tripod Staff
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SPRING WEEKEND SCHEDULE
Friday May 2nd
9:30-2

Wild Video Dance Party

sponsored by TCAC

with a guest appearance by

$3 donation
$

Interforce
Washington Room

1 with Any

Spring Weekend T-Shirt

Saturday* May 3rd
MA P a n c a k e B r e a k f a s t

25* donation

10:30-12:30

sponsored by South Campus RC/A's

Cave Patio
(inside Cave, ij it rains)

Hands Across Trinity Spring Weekend Carnival
Dunking machine, obstacle course, tug-o-war, food, live music!

12-4 p.m.

Main Quad

sponsored by Conn PIRG

All proceeds to help combat local hunger

Soap Box Derby
All proceeds to benefit the Muscular Dystrophy

Association and the Trinity Day Care Center

Vereon Street
Races begin at 1 p.m.

sponsored by St. Anthony Hall

Sunday, May 4th
Concert

Featuring:

MODEBN ENGLISH
LETS ACTIVE
THE STGMPERS
Life Sciences Quad
1 p.m.
Ice Cream and Hotdogs will be sold
courtesy of Ben & Jerry's Ice Cream and John, The Hotdog Man!
PLEASE NOTE: There will be NO GLASS BOTTLES OR
f CONTAINERS ALLOWED in the Life Sciences Quad
area because of the number of injuries that occurred
last year. Alsg^no photographs will be allowed.

Rain location: Ferris Athletic Center Gym.
ABSOLUTELY NO FOOD, BEVERAGES, OR
SMOKING WILL BE ALLOWED IN FERRIS!
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RTS& ENTERTAINMENT
Uncle Vanya: A Fine Feinsod Production
by Jennifer Edmondsoii and
Michelle Monti
Arts Staff

The Trinity Theatre and Dance
Department presented Anton
Chekhov's Uncle Vanya this past

weekend in Garmany Hall. The
play, which ran for four nights,
Thursday through Sunday, was
sold out for all performances.
Chekhov's play, translated by
Ann Dunnigan, is set "in a place
like Russia in a time like the turn
of the century." Uncle Vanya is
more character development than
plot. The four-act work examines
the lives of the household of Uncle
Vanya, a self-centered and depressed 47.year-old played by John
Summerford. Vanya and his relatives and friends realize a lot about
themselves and their lives during
the length of the story. They philosophize over lost loves and complain about their short, often
wasted lives. The play ends on an
optomistic note, however, as the
character of Sonya, portrayed by
Phoebe McBride, earnestly proclaims "I have faith, I have faith."
Congratulations are due to John
Summerford for his portrayal of
the main character. The role was
obviously a difficult one to sustain,
and he did it well. The character
of Elena was perhaps the most
successful. Beth Reeves made her
acting debut at Trinity by capturing the mysterious quality of
Elena, yet keeping her believable.
Tim Cunningham captured the
hearts of the audience as the sensitive, intellectual Dr. Astrov.
Tim's performance was an excellent backdrop for the rest of the
actors to work with.

Photo

by Meryl Levin

Beth Reeves and Tim Cunningham share a heated moment in the Theatre and Dance Department's production of Uncle Vanya.

The character - of Serebryakov
was turned into a sort of wacky
Einstein by Guy Fulford. This was
the funnest part in the play, and
the audience seemed to have a
great time with Guy. The most
melodramatic role in Chekov's play
could only have been pulled off by
Phoebe McBride. Sonya's inno-

cence and sensitivity were brought
to life with Phoebe's interpretation. A difficult aspect of the play
must have been the portrayal of
the elderly characters. Deborah
White, playing Maria, and Marissa
Boyers were faced with this task.
This was also Marissa's debut performance, and her control over her
voice and movement added years
to her being.
Other members of the cast include: Adam Piacente, as the
workman; Mark Wlodarkiewicz as
"Waffles", the docile, guitarplayng friend and servant of Vanya's household; and Tim Burbank
as the watchman, whose lantern
and constant, systematic tapping
added an eerie flavor to the play.
The technical crew is also to be
praised, as their hard work made

the play run smoothly in all respects. Eugene Warner (set design), a Visiting Artist at Trinity
this year, brought to the department the benefit of his professional experience, as did Joe Rossi,
Make-up designer.
Arthur Feinsod's excellent directing ability drew as much out of
the actors as possible. His expertise succeeded in making a two and
a half hour Chekhov play more
than bearable. Peinsod's direction,
and the motivation and hard work
of the Theatre and Dance Department took Chekhov's sometimes
dry sense of reality and brought it
to life. The audience's reaction,
much rousing applause, is quite accurate. Uncle Vanya is just another example of another fine job
by Arthur Feinsod and the Theatre and Dance Department at
Trinity.

On the Radio: Childhood
Through Music
by Michelle Monti
Ass't Arts Editor
Who am I? I grew up outside of
Boston. I had a typical childhood
filled with skinned knees and
Bruces, Styx and Stones and other
nursery rhymes. I was afraid of
Rats and Beatles but Monkees
made me laugh. I always had
Kinks in my hair from wearing
braids, but sometimes I kept it in
a Bowie.
My father worked as a Carpenter and my mother was a housewife. She cooked the best food for
her kids, like Meatloaf (ugh) and

fresh Bread. We took lots of family trips all over America. My favorite was our Journey to
Chicago.
Yes, unfortunately, all little Eagles must leave the nest at some
point. Once my friends got Cars, a
Fleet of us wood make our nightly
run to MacDonald's. My parents
thought I was being Led astray
because I was associating with Bad
Company. This caused a Clash or
two. But these Petty arguments
were usually resolved quickly.
As I close the Doors of my childhood, I am Grateful that the memories are not Dead. They will live
on through my stereo speakers
forever.
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RTS&ENTERTAINMENT
Spring Theatre and Dance
by Ginny Thompson

Senior Staff Writer
Why not add some CULTURE
to your Spring Weekend ? The
Spring Dance Concert on Friday
and Saturday, May2-3, will surely
be the best way to do this! Besides,
the performance by Trinity dancers will be both exciting and entertaining.
The annual event features student and faculty choreography,
performed by students in the Theatre and Dance Department and
members of the Dance Club. Six

dancers will be featured in the May
2-3 programs, all dances originating from individual courses in the
Theatre and Dance Departments.
The first selection, entitled "Jazz
Pieces", is based on the fall semester's jazz class and was choreographed and arranged by Kat
Powers and Carter McAdams.
Original music by James Penndorf
will accompany the piece.
"Through the Window", the performance's second piece, emerged
from a Dance and Music course and
is choreographed by Sonya Plumb.
"Reaching" follows, choreo-

Upcoming

graphed by Laura Martin, who also
dances in the piece. This dance,
too, is set to the music of Penndorf.
"Fusion Illusion", originally performed by the Dance Club, will also
be included, with choreography by
Avis Hatcher and musical composition by Jeff Lorber.
Following "Fusion Illusion" are
"Community" and "Echo Chambers", both of which emerged from
a Repertoire and Performance
class. "Community" was inspired
by Adrienne Rich's poem,"Diving
Into the Wreck" and was arranged

"Poetry is healthy speech."
Hugh Ogden, of the English Department, used this Thoreau quote
to open the Senior Poetry Reading, held Tuesday evening in the
Faculty Lounge, Hamlin Hall.
Featured were Susan Burkhardt,
Christine Pastore, and Mike Gengras. The reading, arranged by
Millie Sylvestri of the Poetry Center.was well-attended, and all
seats, as well as the floor, were
filled with avid supporters.
Susan Burkhardt opened the recital with a plea to the audience to
"really applaud because we are
taping this for Mom," and several
readings, some of which were inspired by writing assignments
given throughout her four years at
Trinity. Ms. Burkhardt read her

plexity. The highlight of Ms. Pastore's reading, to this reviewer,
was a work entitled "Blind Guitarmen on 42nd Street", an atmospheric poem whose superior
descriptive quality immersed the
audience in the music-filled New
York scene.
Michael Gengras ended the reading with a group of poems that reflected a slightly different flavor.
Gengras' writing combines a more
matter-of-fact style with superb
description to bring Squaw Lake,
and other natural elements to all
who listen. Gengras' repoire with
the audience gave them the chance
to come to know him, and the other
senior poets, in a way that is not
usually possible in poetry readings.
All in all, all those who attended
were both moved and impressed
by the reading. And well they
should be. Their Mom's would, indeed, be proud.

meau, Clare Dovan, Lisa Muik, and
Trini Rivera.

Judy Dworin and Emily Metcalf
composed "Echo Chambers", with
set creation by Eugene Warner, a
Visiting Artist at Trinity. "Community" and "Echo Chambers"
are performed by five Trinity students: Heather Brown, Linda Co-

The Spring Dance Concert will
take place at 8PM in the Goodwin
Theatre, Austin Arts Center. For
further information, please call the
Box Office at 527-8062. This is a
Performance Pass event, free to
all Trinity students and faculty.

Resort Hotels, Cruise Lines &
Amusement Parks are now accepting
applications for employment! To receive
an application and information, write:
Tourism Information Services. P.O. Box
7881 Hilton Head Island, SC 29938.

works with emotion that, without
a doubt, permeated the hearts of
her listeners, her uniquely expressive voice bringing her poems to
life in a way that is seldom heard
in live readings.
Ms. Burkhardt's superb tone,
combined with her creative and innovative use of words in different
patterns, projected her work to the
audience with exciting force. Her
personality spilled out with each
spoken word, giving her listeners
a special taste of Susan Burkhardt, the person and the poet.
Christine Pastore followed with
readings of a more personal tone.
Ms. Pastore gave a new meaning
to the words "love poetry". The
poet seemed to take personal relationships and present them in a
way that moved each member of
the audience to recall some old
lover. Her liquid, lyric word choices
reminisce of the classic sixties love
ballads, but \yith much mttre com-

UPCOMING
CULTURAL EVENTS
Arioso Presents Final
Season Concert
Arioso, Hartford's premiere
chamber emsemble, will perform
its finale concert for this season on
Sunday, May 4, at 3:00 PM in
South Congregational Church. The
program features guest barpsicordist Rokbert Edward Smith, a
man who has performed across
North America aswell as throughout Europe and Australia. In 1979
Mr. Smith was invited to join the
faculty of Trinity College kas'Composer-In-Residenee of the CHapel.
a position he holds today. Included
in the May 4 performance is the
Sinfonia in C, No. 3 by C.P.E.
Bach,- "Spring" from Vivaldi's
Pour Seasons, the Concerto for
Pour Violins by Vivaldi, and Bartnk's Rumanian Folk Dances.
Tickets to the May 4 Arioso performance are available at $10.00
for general admission and $5.00 for
students and senior citizens.

on Monday for the Tuesday performance and 4:00 PM for Wednesday performance.

Organist John Rose
Performs at Trinity
The Trinity College Organ Series conktinues with a recital by
college organist John Rose on Friday, May 2 at 8:15 PM in the Trinity College Chapel. The featured
work will be the Fantasy and Fugne on Ad NOs ad salutarem undam by Liszt. Rose's other
activities in addition to being Trinity Organist include his role as an
active concert and recording artist. Rose's performance will be the
first recital on the Chapel organ
since the completion of the organ
casework, whiclh has been under
construction since last September.
The recital is open to the public,
and there is no admission charge.

Center Church
Features Religous
Music

Bloomingclale To
Speak at Bushnell

The Center Church in downtown
Hartford plans a dedication to inspirational music for the week of
May 5-May 12,On Tuesday, May 6,
the Tuesday Forum Series will
present Rebecca Clouse at noon.
Ms. Clouse, a graduate of Yale Divinity School, will read one of his
short stories and speak on faith,
Wednesday is be spotlighted by
Richard Hartshorne's Comedy
Double J3ass Revue. Mr. Hartshorne himself is a virtuoso double
bassist and plays with the Apple
Hill Chamber Players. For reservations, please call the Church
House at 249-5631 before 4:00 PM

The Bushnell Morning Lecture,
Club will present best-selling author and humorist Teresa Bloomingdale as its capstone speaker.
Mrs. Bloomingdale's latest book,
Murphy Must Have Been a
Mother! (And Other Laws I Live
By) was condensed in McCall's and
was also a Literary Guild and Doubleday Book CLub aocUon.Her
otherbooks include I Should Hare
Seen It Coming When the Rabbit
Died and Up a Family Tree. Ticket
for the performance are $10.00 and
are available through the Bushnell
box office at 246-6807 and through
the Teietron
1-800-922-2030.

Austin Arts

by Carter McAdams, with assistance from students.

Senior Poets Shine in Haralin Hall
by Jennifer Edmondson
Arts Editor

at

NOTICE!

QE2 SIANDW IMEib EUROPE-NOW $649
This standby fare provides a
berth in a room for four (we'll
find traveling companions for
you). Or, for $749, sail in a
rninimum-grade room for two.
This limited offer is subject to
withdrawal without prior
notice and may not be combined with any other offer.

airfare. Confirmation will be
given three weeks prior to sailing; a $100 deposit is required
with your request. For details,
see yowr travel agent or write:
Cunard, Box 2935, Grand
Central Station, New York,
NY 10163.
QUEEN ELIZABETH 2

QUEEN ELIZABETH 2 • SAGAFJORD • VISWJORD • CUNARD COUNTESS • CUNARD PRINCESS

Experience England
(and Earn College Credits)
Students from over 200
colleges and universities
throughout the United States
have experienced England at
Wroxton College. Wroxton is a
college ol Fairleigh Dickinson
University, New Jersey's quality,
comprehensive private
university.
The Wroxton campus is
located in central England, less
than two hours north of London.
The experience is exceptionally
British— a British faculty and a
diverse curriculum
encompassing British literature,
history, government, economics
and art. Traditional British-style
tutorials and seminars are
taught by outstanding English
scholars. Outside the classroom,
you'll enjoy the Royal
Shakespeare Theatre and
three-day weekends with

FDU
FAIRLEIGH
DICKINSON
UNIVERSITY

I

College has been fully
renovated for classroom and
on-campus dormitories.
FDU courses at Wroxton
College are accepted for full
academic credit at most U.S.
colleges and universities. We
will provide you with the
information your academic
adviser needs to determine
course equivalency at your
college.
Tuition and room and
board tees at Wroxton are no
more than standard university
charges Your only additional
cost may be travel We will
help you in making the
necessary arrangements.
FDU'5 Wrox!on College will
be an educational experience
you'll never forget. For more
information, complete this
coupon or call 201-460-5173.

guided tours. There also is time
tor you to see more of Europe
during your stay.

Formerly part ol Trinity
College of Oxford University.
Wroxton College was once the
home of Lord North. British
prune minister during the
American Revolution. The

T

Clip and mall today to: Office of Overseas Programs,
Faiilelgh DicWnson University
155 Montross Avenue, Rutherford. New Jersey 07070
Please send me more Information about FDU's Wroxton College.
I'm interested in: • graduate studies • undergraduate studies
I would be interested in attending thefollowingsemester:
D Spring'86 D Summer'86 D Fall'86
Name

-

___

Address
City

State

J!E

I
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ORE SPORTS

Trinity's Dave Boone (16) is a scoring machine.

photo by Tara Tracey
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Frank Bonomo scores against Nichols.
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Softballers Edged

i b > #

Men's lacrosse celebrates win over Wesleyan.

photo by Tara Tracey

NCR INTERNSHIP
COMPUTER SALES
RETAIL SYSTEMS DIVISION
a $4 billion a year marketer of a full line of computer products has
ear-long internships beginning May 1986 in our Retail Systems
Division in Hartford, Connecticut.
Your progression through NCR will involve several stages of
development beginning with 20-40 hours training, development of
nstallation and customer training skills, culminating with becoming
nyolved in variety of sales activities. At the end of 12 months your work
will be formally evaluated and you will be eligible for a full-time position
as a Sales Representative upon graduation in May 1987.
Starting salary will begin at $6.00 per hour during training and will be
increased

NCR

1884-1986

WHEN YOU KNOW WHERE YOU'RE GOING, YOU'LL CHOOSE NCR.
#1 IN POINT OF SALE EQUIPMENT TO THE RETAIL INDUSTRY
in increments reflecting your mastery of increasing responsibilities.
You will be guaranteed 10-20 hours of work per week throughout the
year and close to a full-time schedule during the summers.
To qualify you must be in your junior year of college graduating in May
1987. You must have a B.A. degree in Economics and have an overall
3PA of 3.0 or more. You must be able to make a year-long commitment
o NCR. Ho exceptions to these requirements. The result of this
jxperience could be beneficial to both you and NCR.
For a screening interview contact:
Constance A. Donovan

Region Personnel Manager
NCR CORPORATION
180 Wells Avenue
Newton, MA 02159

continued from page 19
inning. .
The seventh was a big inning for
the Bants, as Lake led off with a
triple and Karen Carney came
through with a key hit and run batted in. Leadoff hitter Teal Dixon
later loaded the bases for Sheila
Andruss, who got a 2-run hit to .
bring the Bants within just a few
runs. But the final out came just
one run too soon as Lake popped
up to end the rally, and the game,
at 11-10 Williams.
Earlier in the week the Lady
Bants had a much easier time with
a weak Wesleyan team, and

cruised to a 15-3 victory. The
game, which was played on Thursday due to a rain postponement,
featured strong hitting by Maria
Ollari as she went 2 for 3 with 3
RBI. "We've really been coming
around at the plate," commented
Ollari.
The Lady Bants take their 6-4
record into a crucial home game
today against league opponent Mt.
Holyoke. LeBrun, who has all of
the team's decisions thus far, will
once again get the starting nod
from head coach Don Miller.

GET PSYCHED FOR
SPRING WEEKEND!
BUY YOUR
SPRING WEEKEND
T-Shirts & Clips

Help support the
activities for the Weekend!
ON SALE NOW in
Mather Campus Center
during lunch & dinner
T-Shirt Cups -

$6.00
$1.50

(617)969-9810
•STUDENT MUST HAVE AN AUTOMOBILE AND WILL BE REIMBURSED FOR
BUSINESS EXPENSES.

Sponsored by

Activities Council
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ORE SPORTS
Women's Lacrosse

•• " V

by Marc Esterman
SjtoHs Editor

Dave Boone makes a rush against the Cards.

David Boone Shoots M-Lax
Past Cardinals, New Haven
by Tom Swiers
Senior Staff Writer
After two losses last week, the
men's lacrosse team came back to
annihilate both Weselyan and New
Haven.
Last year Trinity beat Weseylan
in a close game. This year Trinity
won 19-6.
The Bants ran circles around
Wesleyan's ineffective team. Wesleyan's goalie scored on himself,
and it seemed that this game was
—to he,, another.dismal, defeat.in a
dismal season for Wesleyan, which
is now 2 and 10.
The Bants were to have even
more fun with New Haven. At the
end of the first period, the Bants
had established a comfortable lead
with the score at 9-3. The Bants

continued to control the game
throughout the second period and
went into the half, ahead 14-4.
Trinity did not let up in the second
half, and outscored New Haven 103. The final score was 24-7.
The referees called 32 penalties,
17 on the Bantams. The referees
were apparently determined to
drag the massacre out with their
over-activity. The result was the
longest game of the season.
On a more positive note, all of
the Trinity players saw some action. Goalie Steve Swett had a
stong performance with 14 saves
in his time on the feild. Joe Madeira was able to see his first playing time of the season in both
games. Paul Ferucci started at
goal as usual.
Dave Boone led the day with nine
goals and has 40 on the season.

Mike Dolan, Dave Smith, Chris
Cloney, Chris J. Smith, and Doug
Stebbins each had two goals. Ed
Meyercord, Pete Voudouris, Scott
Zoellner, Bayard Johnson, and Rob
Chase scored one goal each.

Tomorrow, the Bants have their
last game of the season away at
Westfeild State at 7:00 p.m. The
field at Westfield is made out of
astro-turf which may be a liability
for the Bants who are used to a
grass surface. Westfield also possesses a fantastic attack player,
Michael Gorassi. Apparently, he is
the type of player who can personally control the game. If the Bant
defense can neutralize him, Trinity
will have a chance to win.

The women's varsity lacrosse
team split two games this week,
trouncing the Williams Ephmen
and losing a heartbreaking 10-9
decision to Amherst.
Trinity exploded for a 10-4 lead
over the Ephmen at the half and
then Coach Robin Sheppard's defense took over and stiffled the
Williams attack for the remainder
of the contest, allowing only one
more goal as the Bantams rolled
to an impressive 16-5 drubbing,
raising their record to 7-1.
The Lady Bantams then travelled to Amherst, a team Trinity
has traditionally dominated, for a
Saturday morning game. The
game had all the makings for the
classic upset underdog victory as
Amherst, at 3-4 going into the
game and without a win over Trinity in six years, hosted a team looking forward to the playoffs. The
result was predictable: a lamentable 10-9 loss for Trinity.
"We should have won the game,
but I give Amherst a lot of credit.
They played a tremendous game,"
commented Trinity coach, Robin
Sheppard. "They just went for
broke because they're not contenders for the playoff tournament

and they had nothing to lose."
The Lord Jeffs mounted a comefrom-behind win to spoil another
superb effort by Trinity's Ginny
Biggar, who notched four goals.
Alyssa Kolowrat had two, and Jen
Brewster, EUie Pierce, and Ginny
Vogel had one each.
Trinity had leads of 4-0 and 6-4
at the half, but couldn't hang on
against the relentless Lord Jeffs.
Trin extended its lead to 8-5 and
then 9-7 with five minutes left, before Amherst. surged back and tied
it at 9-9. With 3:50 left on the
clock, the Lord Jeffs gave the
home crowd something to yell
about, taking the lead, 10-9. Amherst then went into a four comer
stall, in an effort to ice it, but Trinity made one last thrust.
Defenseman Maryanne O'Donnell intercepted a ball to trigger a
Trinity rush that resulted in a shot
off the post and a scramble in
front, but no goal. Amherst held
on for a well-earned 10-9 upset
win.
Although the loss may drop
Trinity in the standings, it is in
good position for a playoff berth.
Bowdoin will undoubtedly host the
tourney and Trinity will finish
either second or third, with Wesleyan, Middlebury and Conn College battling for the remaining two
slots.

Softball Is Beaten
by Brain Rowe

Staff Writer
The softball team poured it on
just a little too late last Saturday,
and lost a tough 11-10 decision to
Williams College.
Trinity jumped ahead 2-0 in the
early going behind a Lisa Lake triple. But after three innings, Williams "somehow started to get hits
off Leanne [brun]" according to
Debbie Marai, and rallied to a 6-2

lead. The Bants were led in hitting
throughout the game by Alyce Robinson, who was three for four
with a triple on the afternoon.
A balanced attack from the top
of the order to the bottom allowed
Trin to pull back to 6-5, but,the
Lady Bants could never regain the
lead. Williams capitalized on a
"reaily biased umpire," according

to Lake, and some untimely Trin
errors to extend their lead to 11-6
going into the seventh and final
continued on page 18

The College View Cafe Sports Scoreboard
RESULTS:
Baseball — 6, Nichols — 3.
Baseball —13, Nichpls — io.
Men's Lacrosses — la, Wesley an — 6 .
Men's Lacrosse — 24-, New Haven — 7,
Women's Lacrosse — B, Amherst -- IO.
women's Softball — io, Williams -- a.

College View Athlete Of The Week

The College View Athlete of the Week
award, goes to twoa vBantams,
Murphy
VanderVelde a»d ^ e Boone. VanderVelde ripped a pair of three-run homers on
Saturday to-lead Trinity to a doubloheader
sweep of Nichols. Boone scored nine goals
in a win over New Haven Sod is the men's
lacrosse; team's leading scorer. .

THIS WEEK".
TODAY
Softball — Ml. HolyoKe Home 3:30.
Women's Lacrosse — Holy Cross Home 3:30.
WEDNESDAY
Men's Lacrosse at westfield St. 7:OO.
THURSDAY
Softball — Smith Home 4;oo.
Men's Tennis ai Holy Cross 3:oo.
Golf at w.i'.i. I:OO,
FRIDAY
Baseball at 8n<es 3:00.
SATURDAY
SoffbaM — N(AC Tourney Away <TBA).
Women's Lacrosse — NIAC Tourney
(through May 4th) Away (TBA).
Grew vs. Williams, Ithaca, Marist at
Lake waramaug H-.oo.
Track al W.P.I.
— NESCAC Tourney at Middlebury i:O0.

TONIGHT IS
83 PITCHER
NIGHT AT
THE "VIEW
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PORTS
2 Trinity Athletes
In The Spotlight
Congratulations are in order for two members of Trinity's athletic
community, namely Art FitzGerald and Leanne LeBrun, who were singled
out recently for their outstanding performances in their respective sports,
hockey and basketball.
FitzGerald, the junior standout goalie for the Bantams' champion hockey
team, was named to the Second Team of Division Ill's All-American
roster. Goaltender FitzGerald led the Trinity hockey team to an impressive 22-5 overall mark and an 18-1 mark within Division III, and capped
off the year by turning aside 16 of 17 shots against Curry in the Division
III championship game, won by Trinity 5-1.
"I was elated to be selected," said FitzGerald. "It was a shock though.
With the great defensive effort our team gave me and the offensive
production we had, I didn't expect to get the recognition. The team played
so well in front of me that I didn't think that I would get singled out."
Harry S. Truman would have liked Art FitzGerald, who clearly ascribed
to the motto, "the puck stops here." The junior from Somers, Connecticut
set Trinity records for minutes played, with 1411, and goals against
average, with a 2.64 mark, breaking his own record of 2.98 set last season.
FitzGerald has said that he patterns himself after noted New York Islander goalie Billy Smith and the similarities are certainly there. Like
Smith, FitzGerald excells in big games and like Smith, FitzGerald believes
in defending his crease with determination, if not with an occasional
whack with the lumber. "Give 'em hell" FitzGerald's brashness and style
of play have made him a target of opposing teams' players and fans, who
have often tried to unnerve the emotional goalie with derisive chants. But
FitzGerald takes it all in stride; such abuse goes with being a winner and
Art FitzGerald is that.
First a Division III championship and then All-American selection; what
do you do for an encore, Artie?
"Well, let's hope we start with a repeat of the championship and personally, maybe I'll get First Team next year," says the optimistic FitzGerald.
With FitzGerald returning in goal, Mike Solomita returning on defense,
and Reed Whitmore returning at forward, those two goals are well within
reach.

SportsView
MARC ESTERMAN
LeBrun was named Honorable Mention All New England by the New
England Women's Basketball Association. Of the 22 players (five First
Team, five Second Team, and 12 Honorable Mention) selected, LeBrun
was the only freshman and one of only three players taken from NESCAC
schools.
LeBrun, a freshman from Buzzards Bay, Massachusetts, set Trinity
records for points in a game, 36, season, 370, and per game, 19.5.
"I was surprised to be named to the team, I really didn't expect it,"
said the modest LeBrun.
Though known for her offensive exploits, LeBrun demonstrated that
she is an all-around player, leading the team in rebounds with 10.4 per
game, steals, with 52 total, and blocks, with 10 on the year. Still, LeBrun
feels that she can further refine her game and help turn around the
women's basketball program, which suffered through a losing year.
"I still need to work on improving my defensive play," explains LeBrun.
"This was a rebuilding year for the team, but I feel that down the road
I'll be able to contribute and we'll all be able to turn the team around."
If indeed that does come to pass, you can be sure that sharp-shooting
Leanne LeBrun will be the torchbearer for the Lady Bants.

T.J. Turner swings away against
Nichols as Bonomo, Miller, and Williamson look on.

photo by Tara Tracey

VanderVelde Powers Baseball
by Marc Esterman
Sports Editor
The Trinity baseball team went
Bison hunting this weekend and
with Murphy VanderVelde leading
the troops, they shot down a pair
of stragglers grazing around Jessee Field.
VanderVelde hit a pair of threerun homers to lead the Bantams to
a sweep of a, doubleheader over the
visiting Nichols Bisons, 6-3 and 1310. The Bantams have been right
on target since retuning north
from Florida, posting a 7-4 record
up north. Robie Shults' boys have
won three in a row and have battled back into the playoff hunt, upping their overall recdrd to 8-9.
After winning the nightcap of a
doubleheader with Tufts back on
April 19th, Trinity had to wait
around for a week before playing
again as games with Wesleyan and
Springfield were rained out. But
the Bantams picked up right where
they left off by earning another
well-pitched victory in a 6-3 decision over the Bisons on Saturday.
Freshman righthander Dave
Federman hurled a five-hit complete game victory in the opener,
fanning three while walking four.
The rookie has pitched quite well
for Trinity thus far, posting a 5-1
record with four complete games.
The Bantams jumped out in front
right off the bat, plating a run in
the home first. Frank Bonomo,
who had an outstanding doubleheader at the plate, led off with a
double to deep left and eventually
scored on John Barton's fielder's
choice.
Nichols tied it up in the second
as Trinity committed two errors.
But the Bantams bounced back and
gave Federman a cushion by scoring four in the third, three coming

on VanderVelde's second homer of
the year, a towering shot over the
leftcenter field fence.
Trinity scored another run off
lefty Paul Hanifan on a single by
T.J. Turner.
In the bottom of the sixth, Trinity plated its sixth run when John
Montgomery reached on an error,
stole second, raced to third on the
catcher's errant throw, and then
scored on Billy Markowitz' sacrifice fly to left.
The Bisons touched up Federman for two markers in the seventh but the righty induced
Nichols' best hitter, Tom Kirby, to
bounce out harmlessly to Barton
at shortstop to give Trinity a 6-3
win.
The Bantams exploded for 13
runs in the second game as they
roughed up starter Tony Pippin
and reliever Scott McMellon.
Bonomo got the Bantams on the
Scoreboard singlehandedly in the
bottom of the first. The second
baseman walked, stole second and
third, and scored when the catcher
threw a perfect strike to the leftfielder.
Nichols' Kirby ripped southpaw
Ed Butler's hanging curve over the
right field fence and off the tennis
court fence to tie it in the second.
Trinity gave Butler (3-2) a big
lead in the home half of the frame
by plating seven runs and sending
Pippin to showers in favor of
McMellon. Jay "The Hammer"
Williamson, Montgomery, and
Matt Miller singled to load the
bases for Jay Gangi. The tall first
baseman ripped a two-run double
to left, over the third base bag, to
make it 3-1. Tim Robinson followed two outs later with a tworun single to make it 5-1, setting
the stage for VanderVelde. The
red head crunched a fat McMellon
pitch over the left field fence with
two aboard to blow it open.

"The pitch was a fastball down
low, right where I like it," said an
elated VanderVelde. "I couldn't
believe it was right there. I hit it
and just stood there and watched
it."
A couple of Bantam fielding miscues allowed the Bisons to get back
in the game in the third as they
plated four runs on three hits.
Trinity extended its lead to 12-5
in their home half of the inning.
Miller singled, Gangi reached on
ah error by the shortstop bringing—
speedy Tyler Vartenigian to the
plate. Vartenigian dropped a perfect bunt down the third base line
for an infield hit that third sacker
Kirby threw away, allowing Miller
to score. Bonomo then grounded
one back to McMellon, who fielded
it, calmly turned toward first, and
then fired one into the next county,
plating two more. Barton launched
a sacrifice fly to center, scoring
Bonomo with the 22th run.
Barton added another sac fly in
the fifth to score Vartenigian and
make it 13-5. Butler pitched five full frames,
allowing eight hits, three walks,
and three earned runs. He was relieved by lefty Dave Port, who
pitched a flawless sixth, and then
Paul Stanton, who let the floodgates open in the seventh, yielding
five runs before fanning the last
batter and dropping Nichols' record to 5-20.
"It's nice to win a doubleheader," said Markowitz. "If we
can win, say five out of our next
six, then we have a good shot at
the playoffs."
Batter Up: Trinity's rainout with
Wesleyan will be made up today...The Bants hit the road for
games against Bates on May 2cnd
and a doubleheader against Colby
oh the third...Playoff determinations will probably be announced
before the Amherst home game on
the sixth.

Tennis Plays The NESCAC's
by David Rubinger

Special to the Tripod

Rookie Dave Federman bested Nichols on Saturday, photo by Tara Tracey

The men's tennis team ventured
to Williams for the NESCAC
Championships this past weekend.
The netters took seventh place out
of the eleven teams.
The Tufts team astoundingly
dominated the tournament, with
its whole team making it to at least
the semi-finals of every flight in
the event (three singles and three
doubles). ' ,.
.
The main nemesis for Trinity
was Bowdoin College, a team that

defeated four of the Bantam players in very close matches. Bowdoin
finished in sixth place, just one spot
ahead of Trinity.
Highlights for the tennis players
included the doubles team of Scott
Vander Mark and Eric Newberg,
who came within a point of upset. ting the #1 seed from Tufts in the
first round. Freshman Peter Barlow made it to the quarterfinals of
the third flight (for the #5 and #6
singles players) before bowing to
his Bowdoin opponent in three
sets.
In the consolation tournament,
both freshman Brian Johnson and

Senior Captain Erik Smith advanced to the semi-finals. before
each losing very close matches. For
their.efforts, Johnson and Smith
received tournament points contributing to the team's final score.
"By the end of the weekend,"
Co-captain Andy Petricoff said,
"the whole team was playing much
better tennis." Coach Steve Heath
is very optimistic about the future
of his team, the core of which includes three freshmen and two
sophomores. He believes the players earned valuable experience at
the NE SCAC tournament.

